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Big Board Top 100 
Rank	 Player	 Position	 College	

1	 Trevor	Lawrence	 QB	 Clemson	

2	 Ja’Marr	Chase	 WR	 LSU	

3	 Penei	Sewell	 OT	 Oregon	

4	 Kyle	Pitts	 TE	 Florida	

5	 Zach	Wilson	 QB	 BYU	

6	 Jaylen	Waddle	 WR	 Alabama	

7	 Rashawn	Slater	 OT	 Northwestern	

8	 Jaycee	Horn	 CB	 South	Carolina	

9	 Micah	Parsons	 LB	 Penn	State	

10	 Mac	Jones	 QB	 Alabama	

11	 Christian	Darrisaw	 OT	 Virginia	Tech	

12	 DeVonta	Smith	 WR	 Alabama	

13	 Jamin	Davis	 LB	 Kentucky	

14	 Patrick	Surtain	II	 CB	 Alabama	

15	 Trey Lance QB	 North Dakota State

16	 Kwity	Paye	 Edge	 Michigan	

17	 Jeremiah	Owusu-Koramoah	 LB	 Notre	Dame	

18	 Alijah	Vera-Tucker	 IOL	 USC	

19	 Justin Fields QB	 Ohio State

20	 Elijah	Moore	 WR	 Ole	Miss	
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21	 Javonte	Williams	 RB	 UNC	

22	 Teven	Jenkins	 OT	 Oklahoma	State	

23	 Travis	Etienne	 RB	 Clemson	

24	 Azeez	Ojulari	 Edge	 Georgia	

25	 Caleb	Farley	 CB	 Virginia	Tech	

26	 Gregory Rousseau Edge	 Miami

27	 Zaven	Collins	 LB	 Tulane	

28	 Jaelan	Phillips	 Edge	 Miami	

29	 Rashod	Bateman	 WR	 Minnesota	

30	 Levi Onwuzurike DT	 Washington	

31	 Greg Newsome II CB	 Northwestern	

32	 Dyami	Brown	 WR	 UNC	

33	 Kadarius	Toney	 WR	 Florida	

34	 Trevon Moehrig S	 TCU

35	 Jayson	Oweh	 Edge	 Penn	State	

36	 Christian	Barmore	 DT	 Alabama	

37	 Najee	Harris	 RB	 Alabama	

38	 Landon	Dickerson	 IOL	 Alabama	

39	 Kelvin	Joseph	 CB	 Kentucky	

40	 Amari	Rodgers	 WR	 Clemson	

41	 Pat Freiermuth TE	 Penn State	
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42	 Brevin Jordan TE	 Miami

43	 Elijah	Molden	 CB	 Washington	

44	 Asante	Samuel	Jr.	 CB	 Florida	State	

45	 Liam Eichenberg OT	 Notre Dame

46	 Anthony	Schwartz	 WR	 Auburn	

47	 Nick	Bolton	 LB	 Missouri	

48	 Jabril	Cox	 LB	 LSU	

49	 Alim McNeill DT	 NC

50	 Daviyon Nixon DT	 Iowa

51	 Carlos Basham Jr. Edge	 Wake Forest	

52	 Eric Stokes CB	 Georgia	

53	 Terrace	Marshall	 WR	 LSU	

54	 Kylin	Hill	 RB	 Mississippi	State	

55	 S	 Oregon

56	 Walker	Little	 OT	 Stanford	

57	 Samuel	Cosmi	 OT	 Texas	

58	 Kyle	Trask	 QB	 Florida	

59	 Kenneth	Gainwell	 RB	 Memphis	

60	 Marvin	Wilson	 DT	 Florida	State	

61	 Rondale	Moore	 WR	 Purdue	

62	 Nico	Collins	 WR	 Michigan	

Jevon Hollard
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63	 Davis	Mills	 QB	 Stanford	

64	 Tutu	Atwell	 WR	 Louisville	

65	 Michael	Carter	Jr.	 RB	 UNC	

66	 Trey	Sermon	 RB	 Ohio	State	

67	 D'Wayne	Eskridge	 WR	 Western	Michigan	

68	 Chazz	Surratt	 LB	 UNC	

69	 Andre	Cisco	 S	 Syracuse	

70	 Shi	Smith	 WR	 South	Carolina	

71	 Cameron	Sample	 Edge	 Tulane	

72	 Dillon	Radunz	 OT	 North	Dakota	State	

74	 Ar'Darius	Washington	 S	 TCU	

75	 Aaron Robinson CB	 UCF	

76	 James	Hudson	 OT	 Cincinnati	

77	 Rashad	Weaver	 Edge	 Pittsburgh	

78	 Richie Grant S	 UCF	

79	 Cade	Johnson	 WR	 South	Dakota	State	

80	 Demetric	Felton	 WR	 UCLA	

81	 Joe Tryon Edge	 Washington

82	 Amon-Ra	St.	Brown	 WR	 USC	

83	 Jackson	Carman	 OT	 Clemson	

84	 Johnathan Cooper Edge	 Ohio State	
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85	 Wyatt Davis IOL	 Ohio State

86	 Hamsah Nasirildeen S	 Florida State	

87	 Hunter	Long	 TE	 Boston	College	

88	 Seth	Williams	 WR	 Auburn	

89	 Jalen Mayfield OT	 Michigan	

90	 Ronnie	Perkins	 Edge	 Oklahoma	

91	 Pete	Werner	 LB	 Ohio	State	

92	 Tre	McKitty	 TE	 Georgia	

93	 Jaelon	Darden	 WR	 North	Texas	

94	 Ifeatu	Melifonwu	 CB	 Syracuse	

95	 Khalil Herbert	 RB	 Virginia Tech

96	 Elijah Mitchell RB	 Louisiana

97	 Sage	Surratt	 WR	 Wake	Forest	

98	 Kellen	Mond	 QB	 Texas	A&M	

99	 Tyson	Campbell	 CB	 Georgia	

100	 Chuba	Hubbard	 RB	 Oklahoma	State	
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Quarterbacks 

 
 
QB1 Trevor Lawrence | Clemson 
 
Lawrence is the clear-cut No. 1 in this draft class. He is more comparable to Andrew Luck or 
John Elway than he is to any of the prospects in this group. Lawrence has perfect size, 
experience, leadership and arm talent, which ranks him alongside some of the best prospects of 
all time. He will be an NFL starter for a long time and is the perfect player for a team to build 
around. There is only a short list of NFL QBs that a rebuilding team would prefer start a dynasty 
with, and that list begins and ends with Patrick Mahomes. Finding any weaknesses of Lawrence 
as a prospect would just be nitpicking, but all rookie QBs will have their fair share of learning 
and development they must incur, especially in catching up to the speed of the game. Lawrence 
is a lock to be drafted 1st Overall and is already giving to charities in Jacksonville.  Prospect 
Analysis 
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QB2 Zach Wilson | BYU 

Wilson took the nation by storm this season as he led the BYU Cougars to one of their best 
records in program history. He finished the season with a 95.5 PFF Passing Grade, which was 1st 
in the nation. He has natural arm talent paired with incredible mental processing and running 
abilities, which combines to make him the second rated QB in the class. He has a narrow edge 
over Justin Fields due to him consistency in progressions along with an additional season as a 
starter under his belt. The biggest threat to Wilson as a prospect is that he had a rather weak 
schedule where the BYU Cougars didn’t play a single Power 5 opponent in 2020. The team had 
an incredible, action packed schedule put together that was full of P5 teams, but it was derailed 
thanks to COVID. Despite the lack of big-time opponents, Wilson showed out on a consistent 
basis and finished on a high note by scoring 5 TDs and 400+ Yards in the Boca Raton Bowl 
against UCF. Wilson has incredible pocket awareness, which compares to Russell Wilson’s as a 
prospect because he has such a great ability to get it done anywhere behind the line of 
scrimmage. He throws the second-best ball in the class and has the zip and timing that NFL 
Scouts adore. He has shown out in big games and displayed a lot of poise in clutch moments. He 
came just inches short of a perfect season when they lost to Coastal Carolina on the last play of 
the game. Wilson had his worst game of the season with this performance; however, he had 
under a week to prepare and still kept the Cougars in the game until the final seconds. There 
have also been some rumors that have been tossed around regarding his character and leadership 
abilities, but as of now they don’t hold any water. Wilson can be seen as a risk because he 
doesn’t come from a strong conference, but his raw abilities mixed with his mental processing 
make it evident that he likely would have produced at any college in the country. Wilson is a 
near lock to be the Jets selection at two and the only thing that could get in the way of that is 
Wilson and his agent having different plans.  

QB3 Mac Jones | Alabama 

Jones just finished one of the best college football seasons on record and took the undefeated 
Tide to another National Championship victory. Jones threw for 4,500 yards and 41 touchdowns 
while only throwing 4 interceptions, however, he has just one season under his belt heading into 
the NFL Draft. Jones isn’t a rushing threat but is one of the most decisive pocket passers in the 
class, which should keep him in the 1st Round. He also had the best team in college football 
(maybe ever?) surrounding him, which included the first Heisman winning WR since the 90s, the 
Doak Walker Award winning RB, and 5 incredible offensive linemen. Jones has seemed to 
improve at every event he shows up too…again and again he continues to exceed expectations. 
Regular season…check…postseason…check…Senior Bowl…check…Pro Day…check. The 
49ers put together an impressive trade package to secure the third overall pick, which leads us to 
believe that it has to be for a QB. We think Jones fits the 49ers offense best and have a strong 
feeling that the trade was made for Shanahan to secure the pocket passer for his talented offense.  

QB4 Trey Lance | North Dakota State

Lance is an intriguing prospect. He had one of the most dominant FCS seasons ever in 2019 
where he threw for 28 touchdowns and 0 interceptions in route to an FCS Championship for the
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North Dakota State Bison. He also added an additional 14 touchdowns on the ground along with 
over 1,000 yards. Unfortunately, 2019 was the only real college football experience he has. In 
2020 he only had a single game to showcase his abilities, in which he played a rather mediocre 
game. Lance is one of the biggest mysteries in the draft, but also has one of the highest ceilings. 
He isn’t as accurate of a passer as the other top 5 QBs, but his ability to move the chains on the 
ground will keep defenses honest. My biggest concern at the next level is that we have seen how 
run first threats have failed (Cam Newton in 2020). He must further develop his accuracy and 
timing to find success in the NFL. Lance is likely a late 1st Round pick that will eventually 
develop into an NFL Starter. Lance is only 20 years old, which certainly leaves the door open to 
develop into being one of the best QBs in the league. 

QB5 Justin Fields | Ohio State

Fields had several instances over his career where he struggled in big moments but erased many 
of those doubters with a dominant performance against Clemson in their playoff matchup. Fields 
finished the game with 6 passing touchdowns, with a pair of those showing off his impressive 
deep throwing talent. Fields is almost as dangerous on the ground as he is through the air and his 
impressive combination of size and speed makes him one of the best dual threat prospects since 
Cam Newton. His 2020 season wasn’t as impressive as 2019, but he also had to tread water 
while BIG10 completely mishandled the COVID situation. He was patient, but ultimately only 
got to play in 8 games, where 5 of those were against top 18 teams, including #1 Alabama and 
#2 Clemson in back-to-back games. He wasn’t perfect by any means but took advantage of the 
opportunity and stepped up in big situations. He wasn’t surrounded by the strongest Ohio State 
team this year, but certainly carried them on his back into the College Football Championship. 
He has the tendency to force passes into tight windows, but has had a lot of success doing so, 
which is a double-edged sword. Fields seems to have all of the physical tools and leadership 
qualities you look for in a QB, but he is not the anticipatory passer that the top four are.

  

QB6 Kyle Trask | Florida 

Trask was another prospect who blew up in 2020. He was a bench player for Florida behind 
Feleipe Franks, as well as in High School where he sat behind now Miami QB D’Eriq King. 
What is most astonishing is that now he finds himself as a much better NFL prospect than either. 
Trask was a Heisman favorite for a majority of the season but finished in 4th place behind both 
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Trevor Lawrence and Mac Jones. Trask’s biggest detractor is the lack of experience he had in his 
career, but he made up for the missed games by throwing for 68 touchdowns. He started for the 
better part of 2019 and all of 2020, so he does have much more experience than many make it 
out to be (more than Trey Lance or Mac Jones). Another impressive stat that contradicts his 
“gunslinger” essence is that he completed roughly 68% of his passes throughout his college 
career. He was a high volume passer, but he was also a high volume producer. He was often 
bailed out by the extreme catch radius of his star Tight End Kyle Pitts, but also made many 
impressive touch throws throughout his career. Trask is tall and stout, which is why he is such a 
good comparison to Ben Roethlisberger. His footwork needs work, just as many college QBs do 
while making the transition to the NFL. A team could reach for Trask in the first, but he likely 
will be picked in the 2nd in a similar range to guys like Drew Lock. 

QB7 Davis Mills | Stanford 

Mills was a big time QB coming out of high school, but never really got it going at the next 
level. He sufficed as an above average QB in the PAC12, but injuries limited his true potential. 
This season he only started 5 games due to a limited schedule and threw just 7 TDs with just one 
game that he threw for multiple. Mills has the tools, but will he convince teams to take a shot on 
him to develop instead of taking a proven vet like Kyle Trask or Kellen Mond? I’ve heard 
rumblings that Mills is a Day 2 QB, but through history QBs outside of the elite tier usually slide 
to the later rounds (Jarret Stidham, Jake Fromm, Jacob Eason). He’s got a 4th round grade from 
us and he isn’t in our top 100, but he certainly has earned himself a draftable grade through the 
draft process.  

QB8 Kellen Mond | Texas A&M 

Mond is physically gifted, just as any other multiyear SEC starter, but isn’t the best processor 
through his progressions. His biggest weakness lies within the mental game, but he has the tools 
and experience necessary to improve at that. He is athletic and well built, despite appearing 
lanky. He has a talented enough arm to get drafted but will also need to improve on his 
mechanics and footwork.  

QB9 Jamie Newman | Wake Forest 

Newman was one of my favorite prospects coming into the 2020 season. I had watched a lot of 
Newman at Wake Forest and was extremely excited to watch him take over the SEC following 
his transfer to UGA. When Newman opted out, he was in the 1st Round discussion, but he has 
fallen far out of it while guys like Wilson, Jones and Trask have all jumped ahead of him. 
Newman is a big, mobile quarterback who has one of the stronger arms in the draft. He may have 
fallen out of the 1st Round, but I think he is potentially going to be one of the prospects that a 
team drafts hoping that he will be an option to takeover somewhere down the road. He has an 
extremely strong arm with plenty of zip, but his timing and accuracy will need some work. He 
also isn’t the best at going through progressions, but that is something that will come with time.  

QB10 Brady White | Memphis 
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White was a 3-year starter for Memphis after transferring from Arizona State following the 2016 
season (that’s right, he is old). White turns 25 prior to what would be his first NFL season, so 
there really isn’t as much draft value there as there could be. He reminds me of a Gardner 
Minshew or Nick Mullens type prospect. He may not be the most talented, but he is a rather 
smart QB who makes the right reads and could certainly become a dink and dump type surgeon 
in the NFL if he got the chance to start. His footwork is sloppy for a three-year starter and he 
doesn’t have great mechanics, however, he progresses to the right read most of the time and had 
a great statistical track record at Memphis. He threw for over 10,000 yards and 92 TDs, but also 
had 31 interceptions and completed just 62% of his passes (the sign of a great prospect is usually 
above 63%). He is limited with his arm strength but is an above average passer outside of the 
pocket. He is likely a Day 2 or 3 QB who will be an above average backup down the road. He 
does not have the zip required to keep up with the NFL Starters today. 
 
QB11 Shane Buechele | SMU 
 
Buechele is a great prospect due to his raw potential and arm talent, but we really didn’t get to 
see him reach his true potential this year as he lost his top target early in the season. In 2020 his 
stats took a dip, but we got to see the most efficient year of his career, which is a great sign about 
his growth. I think he has the tools to make it in the NFL but has a lot of development ahead of 
him. 
 
QB12 Feleipe Franks | Arkansas 
 
Franks had an up and down college career but finished it in Arkansas. He had a mediocre season 
where he threw for just 2,000 yards and 17 touchdowns, but he didn’t have much support around 
him. In his 4 seasons of college football, he threw for just 55 touchdowns, but also limited his 
turnovers very well. He has terrific size at 6’6″ but was not much of a mobile threat. He has a big 
arm, but like Mond, he struggles with consistency and timing. If it doesn’t work for him at QB 
he is a candidate to transform into a TE.  
 

 
 
QB13 Ian Book | Notre Dame 
 
Book led the Notre Dame Fighting Irish to a storybook season but ended in a rough patch with 
back-to-back losses to Clemson and Alabama to close out the season. Book was a certified game 
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manager in 2020 and had the fewest passing touchdowns (15) since taking over as the full-time 
starter. Book’s limited involvement in the Notre Dame offense is concerning, but he is a smart 
enough game manager that should get a look in the pros. He doesn’t boast extraordinary talent 
with his physical abilities but is a smart athlete who should have the discipline to make an NFL 
roster, especially considering the three years of starting experience under his belt.  
 
QB14 Sam Ehlinger | Texas 
 
Ehlinger is another longtime starter who should get a shot at the next level. There are many flaws 
in Ehlinger’s mechanics, and he compares to prospects like Tim Tebow because he is such a 
work in progress. The crazy thing about Ehlinger is it is hard to see much improvement, if any, 
in his career at Texas. That being said, he is a gamer with tons of experience and could get a 
chance to be drafted in May. There were 13 QBs drafted in 2020 and Ehlinger sits right at our 
cutoff point.  
 

Running Backs 

 

RB1 Javonte Williams | UNC 

If there is one guy in the draft that I am higher on than anyone else, it is Javonte Williams. He is 
a powerful yet elusive back that checks every box needed to succeed in the NFL. His UNC finale 
was beyond impressive and some of the best RB tape I have ever evaluated. Williams torched the 
#10 Miami Hurricanes (who was full of NFL talent in their front 7) for 236 yards and 3 
touchdowns to finish his college career on a high note. What was even more impressive were the 
runs he broke off and ability to break nearly every tackler he faced. Williams was also 
impressive in the passing game, where he caught 25 balls for 300+ and 3 touchdowns. He only 
had 366 carries in his 3-year college career, but still managed to gain 2,297 yard and 29 rushing 
touchdowns. 

RB2 Travis Etienne | Clemson 

Etienne had a very disappointing senior season that ended on the lowest note of his Clemson 
career with a loss against Ohio State in the college football playoffs. He finished the 2020 season 
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averaging 5.4 yards per carry, which was the lowest in his 4-year career. Etienne also had a 
handful of worrisome fumbles this season, one of which directly impacted the outcome of the 
Notre Dame loss. That being said, Etienne has still been one of the best running backs in college 
football throughout the extent of his career. Another bright note is that Etienne had his best 
receiving year and finished with 48 receptions for 588 yards, which ranks him near the top of the 
class as a receiving back. Etienne is a near first round lock, but has fallen behind breakout star 
Javonte Williams, however, he holds a narrow edge over the uber athletic Najee Harris. 

RB3 Najee Harris | Alabama 

Najee had one of the best seasons in college football and finished with 1,891 total yard and 30 
touchdowns. He finished fifth in Heisman voting and had 3 touchdowns in the National 
Championship victory. The only worrisome risk with Harris is that he played behind one of the 
top offensive lines in college football, where all 5 guys will likely be playing in the NFL within 
the next couple of years. There were some inconsistencies early on where he would miss some 
holes and depend on his athleticism to break him free, but his tape is much cleaner towards the 
end of the season. Najee gets the job done and is one of the most athletic backs to enter the 
league in years and he should hear his name called in the first two days of the draft. 

RB4 Kylin Hill | Mississippi State 

Hill showed a lot of upside, but never meshed well with Mississippi State. He had great 
production when he was given carries, but also faced the issue of consistently getting carries. He 
ended up quitting the team in 2020 to pursue his career in the NFL, which makes you question 
what type of teammate and player he was in the locker room. Hill may have been robbed of a 
true opportunity to be in the top 3 due to his limited workload throughout his career. In games 
where he had 20+ carries he averaged 152.8 yards and 1+ TDs. Kylin Hill is our sleeper pick to 
have an NFL breakout similar to Alvin Kamara.  

RB5 Kenneth Gainwell | Memphis 

Gainwell opted out of the 2020 season but was one of the most productive players in college 
football last year. He finished his breakout 2019 campaign with over 2,000 yards with over 50 
receptions. He may not be an every down back right away but is talented enough as a receiver 
that he will likely carve out a role immediately. He has a smaller frame at under 200 lbs, so he 
will certainly need to beef up by the NFL Combine. He struggled a bit in pass protection, but 
also was in the Memphis spread offense that rarely required him to block. Gainwell is a high 
ceiling prospect who should be in the mix along with the other early round prospects. 

RB6 Michael Carter | UNC 

Like Javonte Williams, Michael Carter is enjoying a draft surge from his recent success in the 
2020 season. Although the two split carries, both finished with over 1,200 yards and each scored 
within the top 4 of PFFs running backs for the year. Carter is a bit smaller and more compact but 
should plug in right away in a committee with excellent receiving abilities. If it tells you 
anything about the respect Carter has earned himself, he was named 1st Team All-ACC along 
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with Travis Etienne, despite having inferior stats to several other ACC backs. Carter was a player 
that seemingly improved each season and now should be rewarded by being taken in the first 3 
rounds of the draft.  

 

RB7 Trey Sermon | Ohio State 

Sermon is an extremely interesting prospect as he has had a roller coaster ride of a career. He 
never reached 165 carries in a single season but was a key part of the Oklahoma Sooners offense 
during the Mayfield and Murray Heisman seasons before he transferred to Ohio State for his 
final season. In 2018 he had his most productive season when he led the team with 13 rushing 
touchdowns but was third on the team in yards and second in carries. This past season he was a 
reserve running back until he had a breakout performance against Michigan State where he took 
his 10 carries for 112 yards with a 64-yard touchdown. Sermon busted onto the scene where he 
became the teams lead back for the remaining three games, which gained him a lot of national 
attention. In that three game stretch he had 61 carries for 526 yards and 3 touchdowns, which 
includes his 1 carry for 2-yard National Championship that was cut short due to an injury. 
Sermon runs like an NFL back, but wasn’t even in my top 10 until he had his breakout finish. He 
is a high ceiling, but low floor prospect who could probably be taken in the mid rounds.  

RB8 Khalil Herbert | Virginia Tech 

Herbert is another graduate transfer RB who started his career at Kansas and finished it at 
Virginia Tech. He battled for playing time at Kansas and never was able to take over as the bell-
cow, but assumed that role the first day he stepped on campus at VT. He finished the 2020 
season ranked 5th in yards nationally with 1,182 and added 8 touchdowns. He wasn’t featured 
much in the passing game, as he only had 10 receptions, but he made the most of them and added 
179 yards through the air. Herbert is short, but compact and has proven his NFL potential. His 
size (5’9″, 213) might be his biggest detractor, but other recent picks like Clyde Edwards-Helaire 
have proven that it isn’t much of a concern. He could become a lead back but would also be a 
phenomenal change of pace player like Boston Scott. 

RB9 Elijah Mitchell | Louisiana 
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Mitchell played alongside Trey Ragas at Louisiana and finished as the top back of the team. Both 
players will get a chance to make it at the next level. Mitchell looked great at the Senior Bowl 
and had a phenomenal pro day where he ran a 4.38 at over 200 lbs. If you asked which RB would 
be a mid to late rounder with a high chance to play in an impact role as a rookie, the answer 
would be Elijah Mitchell.  

RB10 Chuba Hubbard | Oklahoma State 

Hubbard perhaps took the biggest hit on my entire big board this season. He came in as the solid 
RB2, ahead of Najee Harris and behind Travis Etienne. He had a weak 2020 season where he 
averaged under 5 yards per carry and only scored 5 touchdowns, both career lows. We cannot 
forget about his impressive 2019 campaign where he finished with 2,000 yards and 21 
touchdowns, but the regression is concerning. He was banged up for the duration of the 2020 
season and also had a career low in receptions, but he is a player who would’ve benefited from 
being able to have gone pro the year before. The upside is there, but unfortunately now we have 
seen the downside too. He is a very smart and patient runner, but also inconsistent in pass 
protection. 

RB11 Javian Hawkins | Louisville 

Hawkins is one of the most agile runners in this draft, hence the nickname “Playstation”. 
Hawkins was among the top backs in the last two seasons of football but opted out in November 
after a hot start. To that point Hawkins had 800+ yards and 8 touchdowns through just 7 games. 
He is small, at just under 200 lbs, but is one of the best one-cut back in the nation. He is as 
dangerous between the tackles as he is in the open field and runs like a freight train through the 
secondary despite his size. Hawkins will make an impact at the next level, but probably will fall 
to the mid rounds of the draft. 

RB12 Jaret Patterson | Buffalo 

You may have heard of Patterson following his epic 8 touchdown performance this season, 
where he not only broke the record but also became an early Heisman dark horse. Patterson had a 
storybook career and ran for over 1,000 yards through each of his three seasons and finished with 
3,884 total yards and 52 touchdowns. He did play in the MAC but made the most of his 
opportunity and finished as one of the best players the conference has ever seen. He is another 
small, but compact runner who has similar size to Javian Hawkins, however, this never got in the 
way of his game. He didn’t have a single reception in 2020 and also had some injury concerns 
(which is only concerning given his frame). He is a mid-round player who could absolutely light 
up the NFL and will immediately be involved in special teams. 

RB13 Jermar Jefferson | Oregon State 

Jefferson is another interesting prospect who we didn’t get to see a full season with this year, but 
his tape speaks for itself. He has prototypical size and is an athletic runner who also poses as a 
threatening run after catch back in the open field. The 2020 PAC-12 Co-Offensive POY is right 
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on the fringe as top tier back but has had a lull in consistency over his career. He has the ability 
to become and every down back, but he could also plug in as a change of pace back right away. 

 

RB14 Larry Roundtree III | Missouri 

Roundtree is a smart runner who has 4 years of good production. He is a guy who could really 
shoot up the draft board if he impresses at the combine but didn’t have the most versatile role at 
Missouri. He certainly has the ability to become a feature back in the league but is similar to 
Benny Snell as a prospect and his breakaway speed will probably be his biggest detractor.  

RB14 CJ Verdell | Oregon 

Verdell had an up and down career at Oregon but reached career highs alongside quarterback 
Justin Herbert. Verdell is a talented receiving back that will have a chance to make a roster and 
play a limited role. He could progress in the NFL into a role similar to Myles Gaskins. 

RB17 Rhamondre Stevenson | Oklahoma 

Stevenson is a huge back but struggled to stay on the field. He plays tall, but also has the 
aggressive abilities many of the smaller backs lack. He will have the chance to boost his stock in 
the Senior Bowl and should get a chance in the NFL. 

RB18 Spencer Brown | UAB 

Brown set records while at UAB and is a similar prospect to former Blazer Jordan Howard. He 
has the NFL size, but played at a lower level and will need to impress in the draft process to be 
drafted. 

RB19 Max Borghi | Washington State 

Borghi was a bit disappointing in 2020. He battled injuries, but also raised the question if he was 
just a product of the Mike Leach offense in 2019. Borghi should get a shot but any comparisons 
to Christian McCaffrey are dead in the water. 
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RB20 Trey Ragas | Louisiana 

Ragas split carries with fellow teammate Elijah Mitchell but had decent production averaging 6 
yards per carry in his career. He is a deep shot prospect who could continue to improve and reach 
his NFL potential. 

Wide Receivers 

WR1 Ja’Marr Chase | LSU 

WR1 and WR2 originally was looked as as 1a and 1b, and as ironic as is it to say about two elite 
receiving prospects, neither creates much separation from the other. However, on the field both 
excel at this and are two of the cleanest route running prospects I have seen. As of now, due to 
Chase opting out for the 2020 season, Smith has elevated to the top spot on many boards due to 
recency bias. I view the bigger bodied Chase as having the same ceiling, but now have even 
moved Waddle over Smith. All three will fit in any scheme and it will likely come down to 
which prospect fits a certain team better. 

WR2 Jaylen Waddle | Alabama 

Jaylen Waddle could be categorized as the most explosive prospect in the Draft and is an elite 
4.3-second 40-yard dash receiver that has evolved into more than just a deep threat. Coming into 
2020, Waddle had never had the chance to be a top option but dominated as a 3rd or 4th player 
along with being electric in the return game. In 2020 he returned as a much more polished 
receiving prospect who developed a diverse route tree that improved his game. Waddle played 
most of his snaps in the slot but took his fair share of looks on the outside in 2020 prior to 
injuring his ankle. Waddle has that quick twitch, dynamite explosion that reminds us of NFL 
greats like Tyreek Hill. Waddle isn’t overbearing physical, at just 5’10”, but his is stout and 
should be closer to 200 lbs by the time he fully develops in the NFL. He will likely remain a 
gadget style player due to his versatility and probably will never become a 50/50 ball, red zone 
target. That is not a big deterrent, as a team will take Waddle with the hopes of using him 
primarily across the middle and out of the backfield as much as they send him deep. 
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WR3 DeVonta Smith | Alabama 

I had Smith ahead of Chase for a while but have now swapped Smith all the way to 3. It is easy 
to forget everything Chase did in 2019 thanks to Smith having the best season ever for a Wide 
Receiver in 2020. I am not too worried about Smith’s slender frame, despite the claims out there 
about their being such a poor track record for receivers under 180 lbs. Smith may be 165 lbs, but 
he is one of the cleanest route running prospects, and at 6’ he has been mistaken by the media as 
small, rather than slim. Smith has the makeup to become one of the elite receivers in the league. 
At 166 lbs he may scare teams out of using top 10 draft capital, but the weight has never gotten 
in the way and he has the frame to add on much needed weight.  

WR4 Elijah Moore | Ole Miss 

Moore had a prolific 2020 season for the Rebels and was awarded the highest praises achievable, 
including 1st Team All-American and All-SEC honors as well as being a finalist for the 
Biletnikoff and Maxwell Awards. He finished the season ranked second in the nation in both 
yards and receptions (both behind only DeVonta Smith). Moore spent nearly all of his first two 
seasons in the slot and venture outside just 20% of the time in 2020. He excels as a pure slot 
receiver and has the ceiling to be one of the best in the league, but probably won’t ever have a 
significant role on the outside. Moore also spent a lot of time in the backfield and was frequently 
targeted on bubbles and screens, which just adds to his repertoire. He is explosive after the catch 
and is a tough ball carrier for a smaller receiver and displays a natural and fluid ability in 
transition and out of breaks. He is as sure handed as they come but is listed around 5’9″ which 
really could limit his redzone ability. Moore brings a great combination of being both a deep 
threat option as well as a YAC machine. In 2020 he forced 18 missed tackles (6th ranked 
nationally) as well as having 11 contested catches (5th ranked nationally). Moore’s versatility 
and production keeps him in the 1st Round discussion and ahead of other SEC prospects like 
Marshall and Toney. 

WR5 Rashod Bateman | Minnesota 

Bateman is another do-it-all receiver who has a seat cemented in the elite category. Bateman is a 
beast and is absolutely going to be a steal if he drops outside the top 15 (similar to Jefferson last 
year). His production was limited in 2020 because Tanner Morgan struggled to spread the ball to 
anyone. In 2019, when Minnesota was a much more competitive team, he was voted the Big 10 
WR of the year over other NFL guys like KJ Hamler, Rondale Moore (who was often injured) 
and teammate Tyler Johnson. He was better and much more consistent than Johnson, who likely 
is going to be a starter in the league soon. He came in a bit smaller at his pro day than we 
expected (just 6’ 190 lbs), but he is in no means undersized. In 2020, Bateman played a majority 
of his snaps from the slot position, which led to a regression in touchdown production. However, 
he took over the role of being a pure volume receiver and established his versatility as a prospect. 
Bateman will fit any scheme and can line up all over the field. 
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WR6 Dyami Brown | UNC 

Brown was the top receiving threat for UNC’s dynamic 2020 offense. Overshadowed by big 
names like Javonte Williams and Sam Howell, Dyami Brown quietly recorded his second 
straight 1,000-yard season, averaging 10 TDs each of those years. At 6’1″, 185lbs he has an elite 
frame with a decently large catch radius, but where he excels is in his route running. Brown 
displays this best with his instinctual abilities to frequently create space in the deep levels of the 
defense. He has good speed, probably in the 4.4-4.5 second range, and really excels in making 
his breaks late and creating touchdown worthy space on the deep ball. He has speed and it is 
worth noting that he ran a 10.78 second 100m in high school. He is an extremely smart route 
runner, and it is obvious that he just “gets it” when it comes to the game of football. He is a big 
play threat, but also has the potential to become a volume receiver in the league. UNC’s offense 
was rather simplistic from a receiving standpoint and he was limited to many vertical routes, but 
the agility and athleticism he showed when creating space is very encouraging. I am not worried 
in the slightest regarding his route tree due to his ability to play with a high IQ. He is also an elite 
run blocker for his position, something that jumps out on tape immediately and a core reason 
why Williams and Carter had such efficient seasons. He had 4 drops, but 2 of those coming on 
back-to-back plays early in the season against VT on short hitches. He was dynamic deep and 
had the second most deep yards in college football (543 coming off of 12 receptions). Terrace 
Marshall may have a higher ceiling, but Dyami Brown has a much higher floor and is a much 
more complete and ready NFL prospect. He is our top receiver sleeper in this class.  

WR7 Kadarius Toney | Florida 

Toney was one of the many stars of the Gator Offense and finished the season with over 1,000 
all-purpose yards and 11 TDs. He played most of his snaps in the slot and enjoyed a successful 
season as a top receiving option after he was more of a gadget guy for his first two seasons. He 
played 613 snaps in 2020 which was more than his first three years combined, so he lacks 
experience more than anything. He is one of the best athletes out of the group and possesses NFL 
speed, however, will need to be coached into becoming a more consistent and polished route 
runner. His cutting ability is also elite, which makes him not only able to break away on routes, 
but one of the best ball carriers in the open field. He is a sure handed prospect who had just 3 
career drops on 123 catchable balls. He played primarily slot but is not a pure slot prospect like 
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Elijah Moore. Toney is on the fringe of the 1st Round but has the athletic profile and potential to 
be molded into any scheme he is drafted into. 

WR8 Amari Rodgers | Clemson 

Rodgers could be the Antonio Gibson of 2021 as he is a great receiving threat but built like a 
running back. at 5’10” 210 he is explosive after the catch, but most of his production came from 
screens and short passes across the middle, which almost certainly keeps his potential to an NFL 
slot. Teams that draft Rodgers will need to scheme him open in creative ways but can also use 
him in a variety of positions all over the field and he will be an immediate impact in the return 
game. He doesn’t yet possess the balls skills to play on the outside right away but has elite 
athleticism and is extremely dangerous with the ball in his hands. He is a day 2 prospect but is 
also in such a stacked slot class that we could see him fall into the later rounds. However, 
whoever takes a shot on Rodgers will reap the benefit of having such a skilled and versatile 
football player. 

WR9 Anthony Schwartz | Auburn 

Schwartz wasn’t a big timer producer by any means at Auburn, but he was certainly always 
amongst the elite when it came to big time plays. He had just 6 receiving TDs in his three years 
but added another 7 on the ground with 5 of those coming as a true freshman. He was never your 
prototypical receiver but was an impact player that Malzahn prioritized getting the ball to in one 
way or another. He made huge leaps and by his junior year looked like a legit receiver and not 
just the gadget player he once was early in his career. He clocked an amazing 4.26s 40-yard 
dash, which incredible for a 6′ 186 lbs receiver. Schwartz has elevated his stock into being a legit 
2nd round pick and right now sits at 43 on our big board. 

WR10 Terrace Marshall | LSU 

Marshall is the prospect that only comes around every so often and is a pure athlete with serious 
NFL potential. The 6’4″ 200+ receiver has a magnificent catch radius and glides for a bigger 
receiver, but had 7 drops in 2020, which is extremely concerning. He has potential to develop 
into a star but will need to improve on his route running when he gets to the league. He played 
primarily in Justin Jefferson’s slot role from the year prior, so he was facing a serious uphill 
battle to match 2019 expectations but salvaged 10 TDs that came in a variety of ways. He can 
dominate on jump balls and has shown a few sparks after the catch, but the 12.4% drop rate 
while he was the star is very concerning. Athletic abilities and potential alone should keep 
Marshall in the 2nd Round. 

WR11 Rondale Moore | Purdue 

Moore was one of the most fun players to watch in college football, but frequently was missing 
games due to injury. Moore is extremely short, and despite being listed at 5’9″, I wouldn’t be 
surprised if he is truly closer to 5’7″. Despite being short, he is compact and over 180 lbs, which 
has helped to make him one of the most dynamic YAC receivers in football. He pins balls off 
defenders in the open field and is very hard to bring down. Moore had an insanely productive 
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freshman season in 2018 but hasn’t done much since due to injuries and COVID. In the last two 
seasons combined he had just 2 TDs and 650 yards. Moore is electric with the ball, but the battle 
will be getting it to him. He has elite speed but struggled in any sort of press coverage and will 
likely be a gadget type player that will find most of his production in the short-range throws. 

WR12 Nico Collins | Michigan 

Collins is a big-bodied receiver at 6’4″ 220 lbs, but we saw a lack of production and film on him 
as he opted out after playing in a poor Michigan offense. Collins never amassed more than 750 
yards in a season and frequently saw most of his production against lesser programs like Rutgers 
and Indiana (in 2019). He was basically shut down against Alabama in his final collegiate game 
and didn’t really get anything going in the Senior Bowl. He has attributes that NFL scouts crave 
but is far from a finished product and will be drafted as an absolute project. However, Collins 
has the skillset of a Day 2 receiver and a team will likely take a gamble on the pass catcher. 

WR13 Tutu Atwell | Louisville 

Atwell is one of most notable speedsters in the class and undoubtably will be drafted as a deep 
threat. A former QB at the storied Miami Northwestern football program, he took the same path 
as fellow alumni legend Teddy Bridgewater and took his talents to Louisville. It was there that 
Atwell transitioned into becoming a WR and had a rather productive career combining for nearly 
2,000 yards in the last two seasons. He is a freak athlete, and it is easy to talk yourself into him 
after watching his electric tape, but at 5’8″ 149 lbs teams won’t invest too much capital. We 
think he is a third to forth rounder.  

WR14 D’Wayne Eskridge | Western Michigan 

Eskridge was a relative unknown by the major media until the Senior Bowl, where he dazzled in 
practice all week. Eskridge played on both sides of the ball at times at Western Michigan but had 
a strong 2020 senior season as he had 784 yards and 8 touchdowns through just 6 games. He is 
the most enticing small school receiver and proved he can do it against the big dogs at the Senior 
Bowl. He is a shifty route runner that creates great separation but is on the shorter side at 5’9″. 
He has elite speed and is fluid in breaks but will face bigger and faster defensive backs in the 
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NFL. He is a high risk, but high reward prospect who could likely be off the board by the start of 
day 3. 

WR15 Shi Smith | South Carolina 

Smith is undersized but has the toolkit to be an electric slot receiver. He had a magnificent 
Senior Bowl, but never put together a full season of production at South Carolina, which is 
concerning. He is as threatening in the slot as anyone, but that is probably his limit as he is 
nowhere close as versatile as many in the class. He certainly will make an NFL roster, but I don’t 
see his potential as high as most media members do. 

WR16 Cade Johnson | South Dakota State 

Johnson is another small school prospect who enjoyed early success at the Senior Bowl. As a 
member of the South Dakota State Jackrabbits, Johnson had back-to-back 1,200 + yard seasons 
and combined for 25 TDs over the two seasons. Johnson didn’t get to play in 2020 but looked as 
fresh as ever at the Senior Bowl. 

WR17 Demetric Felton | UCLA 

Felton is a very similar prospect to Amari Rodgers, but actually had production in the slot as well 
as in the backfield at UCLA. In 2020 Felton was the feature back for the Bruins and had 132 
carries and 22 receptions. Felton shed 10 lbs leading up to the Senior Bowl and now appears to 
be a much quicker receiver prospect than we had imagined in the fall. Felton is climbing up draft 
boards but is also a bit of a niche prospect that will initially fall under the gadget category. He is 
a shifty runner, but not the cleanest in his routes. He boasted the fastest recorded time at the 
Senior Bowl practices, so the elite speed is clearly there. A team will take a shot on Felton for his 
versatility and the possibilities for him are endless. 

WR18 Amon-Ra St. Brown | USC 

St. Brown is one of the most polished route runners in the class but lacks that quick twitch of 
agility that so many of the dynamic playmakers above him possess. Outside of the agility and 
acceleration, St. Brown doesn’t have any clear-cut weaknesses. He had an extremely productive 
2019 campaign where he played 749 snaps out of the slot alongside 2nd Rounder Michael 
Pittman who was out wide. St. Brown moved into Pittman’s outside role, and despite scoring a 
career high 7 TDs in 6 games, he was kept in check and held to under 500 yards. He started the 
season strong with back-to-back 7 reception, 100 plus yard games, but never got much going 
after that outside of a 4 TD half against Washington State. His value is high because he can plug 
into any offense and play any receiving position, however, he likely won’t be taken to become a 
number 1 receiver. 

WR19 Seth Williams | Auburn 

Williams is a physically dominant receiver who never had the chance to get the production he 
deserved thanks to playing with one of the worst passers in the SEC. He had some of the most 
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amazing catches for anyone in the class but struggled to continue to produce in the abysmal 
offense. Williams had a rather high contested catch rate of 30%, which is pretty huge in the SEC, 
but at the same time his drop rate was above 14%. He slimmed down between his sophomore 
and junior seasons, which is a good example of how seriously he takes the game and improving 
as a prospect. He was the best all-around receiver for Auburn; however, it is not certain that he 
will develop into an NFL guy. He doesn’t have the speed or consistency of an early round pick, 
but he certainly has a way to go in terms of development. He isn’t a burner and doesn’t create the 
separation that others easily do, but he has everything it takes to make it at the next level as a red 
zone threat like Kenny Golladay. 

WR20 Jaelon Darden | North Texas 

Darden is as electric as they come but is listed at a slender 5’9″. He had insane production in 
2019 as he scored 19 TDs with 1,200 yards playing on the outside. He is mostly a vertical threat 
and played in a very simple offense, but his agility and playmaking ability keeps him as an 
interesting project. He has packed on muscle since arriving at North Texas and likely has added 
over 15 lbs, which you can see on tape. He is short, but never appears too small and can get up 
with the best of them. Darden was a game-breaker and dominated man coverage but will face an 
uphill battle in the league and could transition into a big play role. 

WR21 Sage Surratt | Wake Forest 

Surratt opted out of 2020, but in August was seen as a potential 1st Round pick after a strong 
2019 season. He is a dominant jump ball receiver but isn’t the fastest or most athletic. His true 
potential lies as a possession receiver and has the potential to become an elite red zone player. In 
2019 he displayed his abilities by winning 60% of his 30 contested catch opportunities. He is far 
from being a burner and he had 5 drops in 2019, but he is a talented playmaker who could 
probably carve himself a role in an NFL offense. His ceiling isn’t very high, but his floor is. 

WR22 Marlon Williams | UCF 

Marlon Williams is another receiver that is built like a running back, which shows as he is one of 
the best YAC guys in the class. He struggles to get separation but is one of the hardest to take 
down when the ball is in his hands. He produced very well in 2020 in a lesser conference and 17 
of his 71 receptions came off of screen passes. He forced 22 missed tackles, which won’t be as 
easy in the NFL, but is definitely something to be excited about. He doesn’t pose much of a 
threat vertically but given the track record of polished UCF receivers he has serious potential at 
the next level. 
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WR23 Frank Darby | Arizona State 

We have seen a Sun Devil receiver drafted in the first round of the last two drafts, but we 
probably won’t see that trend continue. However, Darby is an uber talented pass catcher who 
likely will be drafted as a project. Darby played in just two games in 2020 due to COVID 
outbreaks and was held to just 46 yards. 

WR24 Tylan Wallace | Oklahoma State 

Wallace was an electric prospect who fell down boards following an ACL injury. He bounced 
back in 2020 and put together a 900-yard season despite just playing in 9 games. At Oklahoma 
State Wallace played on the outside and was an electric burner deep. Don’t let his size fool you 
because at just a hair under 6′ he still was one of the most successful players when it comes to 
contested catches. He had a fine week in Mobile and displayed his dazzling route running against 
top corners. He has the size of an NFL slot, but the outside production puts him into an 
interesting bucket amongst NFL scouts. 

Tight Ends 
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TE1 Kyle Pitts | Florida 

Pitts is one of the best receiving Tight End prospects ever. A decade ago he would’ve been a 
pure number X Receiver, but due to the evolution of the position he has become a matchup 
nightmare from the Y. Pitts is huge (6’6″ 240 lbs) and has a catch radius as big as anyone 
currently in the NFL. He is also just 20 years old and won’t turn 21 until midseason, which is 
outstanding considering how developed he is at such a young age. His IQ is elite and his 
improvement as a blocker was one of the biggest strides that any prospect made in 2020. As 
skeptical as it is to take a TE early in the 1st, if you are ever going to do it then Pitts is your guy. 
He is on the lanky side but is skilled enough that he makes up for the lack of weight by his 
instinctual and athletic blocking abilities. Despite playing the majority of his snaps on the line of 
scrimmage, he has had his fair share of snaps out of the slot and shatters the rest of the class in 
terms of down field receiving. Pitts had an incredible 2020 campaign, catching 12 TDs despite 
missing several games to injuries. It is also worth mentioning that Pitts was as dependable as 
they come and had zero drops last season on his 65 targets. I am not a fan of taking TEs in the 
1st, but Pitts is the exception. Pitts is a top 10 prospect, but will teams value him with a top 10 
pick? It is especially interesting in a year where we could see 5 QBs go in that range. 

TE2 Pat Freiermuth | Penn State 

Freiermuth is a monster standing at 6’6″ and 260 lbs, but surprisingly moves very well for 
someone of his stature. He isn’t blazingly fast for a Tight End but is quick on his feet and creates 
separation from Linebackers. He doesn’t have the potential to be split out wide very often but 
should still be a matchup nightmare for most teams. He is as talented as anyone in the class as a 
blocker off of the line of scrimmage, both in the run and pass game. He will continue to get 
stronger, but he has very solid technique and busts through the second level to create holes for 
his Running Backs. He isn’t going to break many ankles, but he is a creative route runner who 
can find holes in the defense and does a great job of getting to the sticks. He is most dangerous in 
the short to mid depth targets and is a certified chain mover as he accounted for roughly 20% of 
Penn State’s offense last season. Any team that takes Freiermuth will immediately benefit by 
having such a multi-faceted threat who is as solid as a blocker as he is as a receiver. He likely 
stands in the Day 2 discussion, but don’t be surprised if someone takes their shot in the back end 
of the 1st Round. 

TE3 Brevin Jordan | Miami 

Brevin Jordan rounds out this elite group of Tight Ends, and despite a large drop off between 
each of the three, Jordan is an elite Day 2 prospect that has the physical tools to get it done at the 
next level. At 6’3″, Jordan is the smallest of the 3, but he also is better than Pitts or Freiermuth 
when the ball is in his hands. His YAC abilities are strong, which gives him a great comparison 
to receiving tight ends like Evan Engram and Noah Fant. Jordan averaged 9.3 yards after the 
catch in 2020, which ranked 6th in the nation and was largely due to being ranked fourth in 
missed tackles forced. At 240 lbs, Jordan barrels down the field with great speed for a big guy. 
Despite his athletic abilities, what is most concerning (and has his stock lower than most tight 
ends that possess his abilities) is his limited blocking off the line of scrimmage. He was split out 
often and is a matchup nightmare, as he found separation all over the field against Linebackers. 
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Jordan can blow the top off and gets behind the secondary well, as he is the best vertical receiver 
in this class. He will be a work in progress in the run game, but his receiving abilities alone keep 
him as an elite talent and likely will be taken on Day 2. 

 

TE4 Hunter Long | Boston College 

Hunter Long reminds me a lot of Harrison Bryant from last year’s draft. He has great size and is 
decently athletic but doesn’t blow you away with speed. He is a great combo player, but doesn’t 
wow you at one thing in particular, which speaks to how solid he is all around. He doesn’t have 
any glaring weaknesses, which is why he certainly can be a very productive tight end that will 
play a long time in the NFL. He likely doesn’t have the “it” factor like Pitts, Jordan or 
Freiermuth, but will be a very rounded second or third receiving option for an offense. He isn’t 
overly powerful as an in-line run blocker, but he has the technique and effort that it takes to open 
up holes. He particularly excels at down field blocking and is the first guy to find a defender to 
block when a pass is caught be a teammate. He had 11 contested catches in 2020 and all but 3 of 
his receptions were under 20 yards, which paints a great picture of how he was used in the 
Boston College offense. He showcased his sound technique at the Senior Bowl and was 
resoundingly labeled as the top TE of the week. His game is so solid and coachable that he will 
make it at the next level, but his ceiling isn’t close to the top 3. Long could sneak into the 2nd 
Round, and possibly even jump Freiermuth or Jordan if a team falls in love but look for him to 
be take anywhere from the late 2nd to late 4th Round. 

TE5 Tre McKitty | Georgia 

Tre McKitty is an intriguing prospect. The prototype Tight End had just 6 receptions at Georgia 
in 2020 after transferring from Florida State. Prior to transferring, he had just 50 catches for 520 
yards and 2 TDs in the previous three years. Despite his major lack of production, he was invited 
to the 2020 Senior Bowl and had a significantly impressive week that has turned him into a 
draftable prospect. At 6’5″ and 245 lbs, he has an impressive, pro-ready frame and could carve 
himself a role, but it would be a reach for any team taking McKitty before Day 3. Consider 
McKitty as a major boom or bust candidate, but the athletic ability alone is something that a team 
will take a shot on. 

TE6 Tommy Tremble | Notre Dame 
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Tremble played all over the field and is the best run blocker in the class. His advanced blocking 
skillset could turn him into one of the best Swiss Army (Blocking) Knives in the league and the 
possibilities are endless. His experience as a receiver is as limited as possible, and he had just 30 
receptions in his career. What’s also concerning is he had 5 drops in his career, which is an 
diminishing factor to his already low stock. However, he is elite when it comes to run blocking, 
which could turn his role into a Fullback/Tight End combo. The most impressive play of his 
career was certainly hurdling a Clemson defender early in the 2020 ACC Championship. He is 
extremely athletic and has tremendous speed for a 6’4″ Tight End, which couples well with his 
instincts as a mauler. NFL teams will love the intensity he brings as a blocker and likely will be 
take in the 4th Round or later. 

TE7 Tony Poljan | Virginia 

The big bodied Tight End from Virginia has a lot of upside but lacks the athletic ability to put 
him at the top of the class. At 6’7″ and 265 lbs Poljan is hard to ignore, but he snuck through 
defenses with ease to score 12 career TDs. With that amount of size it becomes a double edged 
sword. Despite being one of the biggest receiving threats in the country, he was also one of the 
sloppiest movers. He is a few protein shakes shy of being an offensive lineman and is well above 
average in the run blocking department. He isn’t the type of playmaker that you draft to be 
heavily involved in your offense, but he is a very good supporting player who will get his chance 
to use his size in the red zone. Poljan started his career at Central Michigan as a dual threat QB 
but made the transition to a TE before becoming a graduate transfer at UVA for his final season. 
As of now, Poljan is likely a Mid to Late Round pick. 

 

TE8 Kenny Yeboah | Ole Miss 

Kenny Yeboah had flashes of greatness at Ole Miss but is more of a prospect than anything. He 
had decent production and reeled in 82% of his targets in 2020 but lacks the dynamic 
playmaking ability needed at the next level. He isn’t much of a run blocker but makes it up with 
his ability to stretch the field. He won’t be drafted to be a starting tight end anytime soon, but 
with some coaching and experience he could develop into an above average receiver. Since he 
lacks the ability to be much of a dependable combo TE, he could possibly go undrafted due to 
the fact that he is far from developed as a receiving threat. He does run polished routes for his 
position, so don’t be surprised if a team takes a shot late. 
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TE9 Kylen Granson | SMU 

Granson is an intriguing prospect and despite not being the biggest or fastest prospect, he has 
very solid film that keeps him in the draftable category. He had a productive and respectable 
week at the Senior Bowl and showcased his abilities as a receiving tight end well in practice. He 
played a majority of his snaps from the slot in 2020, which further adds to any speculation 
revolving around his in-line blocking abilities. We have Granson as a 7th round prospect and 
could be a role-playing Tight End. 

TE10 Noah Gray | Duke 

Gray is in a similar tier to Granson as a prospect and also benefitted from a solid Senior Bowl. 
He is underdeveloped as a blocker, but flashed his receiving abilities and was one of the best in 
the ACC. He started his career as a productive target for Daniel Jones but had his most 
productive season in 2019 where he hauled in 51 catches. He wasn’t much of an end zone target 
and only caught 8 TDs in 4 years. He doesn’t have the size to be a top tier playmaker, but any 
receiving Tight End that could handle the volume Gray did deserves a shot at the next level. 
Gray is a late round prospect but could go undrafted. 

Defensive Backs 

 

DB1 Jaycee Horn | South Carolina, CB 

Horn is a bit raw in terms of a prospect, but he brings the intensity on every snap and is exactly 
what NFL teams are looking for when bringing in a corner in the 1st Round. Horn is a lockdown 
corner who matched up well against every SEC opponent he faced and is the type of player who 
will eventually travel all over the field to shadow an opponent’s top threat. At 6’1″ 200 lbs he 
has the perfect size to play the outside corner role in the NFL but will need to clean up his 
aggressive play style and technique in order to limit his penalties. He had his most impressive 
performance in 2020 when he completely shut down Auburn’s top receiver Seth Williams and 
had 2 interceptions and 5 pass breakups in the upset victory. Horn is the son of former NFL star 
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Joe Horn, who played 12 seasons in the league. Horn ranks as the third best corner and an elite 
prospect who should be selected in early in the 1st round.  

DB2 Patrick Surtain II | Alabama, CB 

If the name Patrick Surtain II sounds familiar it is because he is the son of former Chiefs Pro 
Bowl CB from the early 2000s of the same name. Cut from an NFL pedigree, Surtain II has a 
lanky 6’2″ frame that helps him significantly in coverage. He has elite reach and some of the best 
ball skills in the nation and has turned into a true lockdown corner who shut down half of the 
field. He has a tendency to play a bit robotic at times, however, he still graded out as one of the 
best defenders against the run in this class. You would think his slender frame may deter him in 
press coverage, but he was surprisingly impressive there. Regardless of his run stopping 
capabilities, Surtain II has proven to lockdown some of the best receivers in the SEC and should 
be considered a 1st round prospect. Surtain II has started 33 straight games since he was a true 
freshman and will be a day one starter wherever he lands in the draft. 

DB3 Caleb Farley | Virginia Tech, CB 

Farley is the most complete defensive back in the draft. He is a prototypical outside corner that 
stands at 6’2″ 210 but runs like a 180 lbs receiver. He handled receivers of all shapes and sizes 
and has the best make up speed in the class. Farley opted out of the 2019 Draft to return to VT, 
but then opted out of the 2020 campaign when COVID hit. If Farley had gone pro last year, he 
would have been a starting corner in the league, but instead wanted to return to prove he was the 
top corner in the 2020 class. Despite not playing a snap in 2020, he still has proven that to be true 
on many accounts. Farley is an extremely aggressive and athletic prospect with an astoundingly 
high football IQ. He is great in all coverages due to his high level of understanding of the game 
as well as his versatility. There is no scheme that he will not fit and is a prospect who can emerge 
as the QB of a defense in the near future. His 2019 film against Chase Claypool is impressive 
and gives a great look at how he will be able to guard some of the bigger WRs that are 
dominating the NFL. Farley also has a knack for the ball but can be a bit too aggressive at times 
when he sells out for a play, which is a hitch and go TD waiting to happen. Overall, he is a true 
do-it-all corner and is our third rated corner do to his injury history….if not for that he would 
likely be our top corner.  

DB4 Greg Newsome II | Northwestern, CB 

Greg Newsome II is one of my favorite prospects in the entire class because he is just such a 
sound football player who does everything right. He will be a defensive coordinator’s dream to 
coach because he is such a smart and technical player. Watching Newsome play may not be 
electric or flashy, but he is an all-around stud player that reminds me a lot of players like James 
Bradberry because he can silently cut off half of the field for your defense. Newsome boasts 
excellent ball skills and outstanding reach that comes in handy when he has to make up some 
ground against talented receivers. He had a phenomenal performance against Justin Fields and 
Ohio State, a team that rarely had any trouble with opposing secondaries. Newsome is not 
blazingly fast but keeps up with fast receivers very well due to his proactive mindset and 
approach to developing plays. He has great hands, is deceptively strong for size (just 190 lbs) 
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and a great tackler. Newsome has the makes to be a lockdown corner in the league and is a 
sneaky prospect who is likely a lot higher on draft boards than we think. After running a 4.38s 40 
yard dash at his Pro Day, he likely has proven that he has the elite level athleticism that may not 
always be clear on film.  

DB5 Trevon Moehrig | TCU, S 

Moehrig rounds out this elite tier and is the one safety prospect that we have graded as a 1st 
Round prospect. He did nothing but produce at TCU and had 20 PBUs over the last two seasons, 
ranking first amongst safeties in both of those years. Moehrig is long and has extremely 
impressive reach, which directly correlated with his exceptional ball skills. What makes Moehrig 
such a top tier talent is that he is so well rounded. Being such a natural ballhawk in the secondary 
you would think he may struggle as a hitter, but that was not the case. He is such a good run 
stopper and pass defender that he could plug into just about any role on the field…maybe even as 
a linebacker as well at times. Moehrig will fill any role that a team needs and has the ability to 
excel in any scheme that he is drafted into. 

DB6 Kelvin Joseph | Kentucky, CB 

Kelvin Joseph was one of the top CBs out of high school in 2018 and spent his first season at 
LSU where he produced a decent amount of tape for a true freshman. He then transferred and 
unfortunately had to sit out the 2019 year but broke out in 2020 and finished the season as an all-
SEC defensive back. His film shows flashes of elite ability and especially gifted hips and ball 
skills, but where he really legitimizes his stock was at his pro day where he ran a 4.34 s 40-yard 
dash. Joseph is a late addition to our top 50, but currently sits at 46th overall and 5th among CBs. 

DB7 Elijah Molden | Washington, CB/S 

Elijah Molden has great coverage abilities but is too small and frail to play outside corner or 
strong safety and likely will be forced into a nickel role. He played a majority of his snaps as a 
slot corner, so that will bode well for his draft stock and abilities. He will be limited against 
bigger NFL RBs, but he is not afraid to launch his full body into tackles. He also is not fastest to 
process plays and can be a step slow sometimes but is great in man coverage. 
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DB8 Asante Samuel Jr. | Florida State, CB 

Asante Samuel Jr. is a coverage machine, who despite being undersized (5’10” 185), has the 
potential to play outside corner in the league. Samuel is uber athletic and moves in and out of 
breaks with ease. He stays step for step with just about every receiver he faces and likely would 
be competing for the best 40 time if the combine was happening. He is skilled on reading the 
receivers and gets off blocks really well for his size. He has a super-fast first step and pretty good 
reach and ball skills for his size. He has a playmaker skill set that reminds me of Donte Jackson 
and could prove that he is much more than a slot corner. 

DB9 Eric Stokes | Georgia, CB 

We mentioned Stokes above when evaluating his former teammate, Tyson Campbell. The 
narrative once was that Campbell was big, faster and the better athlete. That can now be put to 
rest after both measured in at nearly identical size and Strokes smoked the entire class by running 
a 4.24s 40-yard dash. He excels in press coverage but lacks the “it factor” to be an all-around 
guy. Despite his lack of flashiness, he was a very solid starter for 3 years in the SEC and could 
emerge into a role-playing corner on the outside or even develop into being one of the best 
corners in the league. He can be viewed as a high floor cornerback prospect with a lot of 
potential.  

DB10 Jevon Holland | Oregon, S 

Jevon Holland is on the verge of being a playmaker ballhawk but is still very much so a project. 
He often gets beat and is not best in coverage but is another spark plug type guy who will be all 
over the field. On the plus side he played a ton of slot corner and has the perfect build to play 
NFL ball as well as the length you look for. Again, he is still a bit of a project and not the fastest 
or best mover and probably won’t ever be a strong safety type. He has major upside down the 
road, but likely could be in that Day 2 tier. 

DB11 Andre Cisco | Syracuse, S 

Andre Cisco is an exceptional safety prospect who has bloomed into one of the best defensive 
backs in the country. For a safety he has excellent ball skills that led to 26 combined 
interceptions and pass breakups in 24 career games. He is an athletic freak and is very talented at 
processing plays as they unfold. He likely won’t ever be a press corner, but can definitely play in 
the slot, deep or even in the box. He is prone to double moves, but has the makeup speed that 
helped him get by in the ACC. He doesn’t have as much experience as many of the other top 
prospect due to an ACL injury, but bounced back from that well. Cisco is very much a project, 
but his raw potential is through the roof and likely lands him somewhere in the 2nd or 3rd 
Round. 

DB12 Ar’Darius Washington | TCU, S 

Ar’Darius Washington is another great collegiate player who doesn’t fit the size expectations of 
every down NFL defender. Washington is just 5’8″ but plays up to his competition. He is quick 
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and twitchy, and frequently makes explosive moves downhill at ball carriers. He could play 
nickel in the NFL, but I don’t mean that as a knock against him. He is one of the best movers in 
the draft and has exception lateral abilities that will allow him to match feet with shifty slot 
receivers. 

 

DB13 Aaron Robinson | UCF, CB 

Aaron Robinson played a majority in the slot over last 2 years, but also got his fair shake on the 
outside in 2018. He is a pretty good athlete and is kind of rangy but isn’t the most technically 
sound guy on the field. He is also a great run stopper and has potential to play safety as well as 
corner, which could give him the versatility to be drafted higher than we have him pegged. It is 
also worth noting that UCF runs pro friendly secondary schemes, which really gives us a great 
look at Robinson in his many different roles. 

DB14 Richie Grant | UCF, S 

Draft media has gone crazy over Richie Grant following the Senior Bowl…as to why? I have no 
clue. When I turn on Grant’s tape I am not impressed by much outside of his tackling abilities. I 
can see him only as an NFL free safety and fear for his abilities to roll down to cover the slot. On 
tape he comes across as slow mover, slow to process, frequently burned deep, and clunky. 
However, he had a great week at the Senior Bowl, is one of the top run stoppers and is a high 
character player. I think he is a very limited athlete but should get a shot at the next level to 
prove he can get it done despite not fitting the mold as a prospect. 

DB15 Hamsah Nasirildeen | Florida State, S 

I referred to Nasirildeen back in December as a jack of all trades, but a master of none. He kind 
of reminds me a lot of a less impactful Isaiah Simmons. He is massive in size and a great athlete, 
but his role is limiting him into a specific set of teams with a particular need. He isn’t a typical 
LB, but he is almost too huge to play FS. He is an amazing tackler, probably the best of this 
entire group, but how will he do in coverage? He moves extremely well for such a big guy and 
the hope is that someone will turn him into a Kam Chancellor type role. 

DB16 Ifeatu Melifonwu | Syracuse, CB 
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Ifeatu Melifonwu is the younger brother of 49ers Safety Obi Melifonwu. Both are massive in 
size and are genetic freaks, but both have faced very similar challenges and have yet to live up to 
the hype associated with their raw potential. Ifeatu must improve on his press skills to make it at 
the next level. At 6’3″ 215 lbs he’s huge, but still lanky and can run like a horse. He is above 
average in coverage and an above average run stopper but plays very soft for the physical freak 
he is. He has all the tools to be coached into an All Pro but will need to get much more 
aggressive to make a dent in the NFL. 

DB17 Tyson Campbell | Georgia, CB 

Coming into this season all the talk surrounded Campbell’s fellow cornerback teammate Eric 
Stokes, but now Campbell is touted as the most pro ready prospect from the talented Dawgs 
secondary. Campbell moves like a knife through butter and has some of the loosest hips I’ve 
seen in this class. He has the physical skillset of an elite NFL corner, but he also faced his fair 
share of adversity and learning moments throughout the season. The technique is good, but not 
great and he is slow to process plays as they unfold. He got torched several times in 2020, 
including giving up nearly 200 yards to the Alabama receivers. Campbell has the type of 
athleticism that you look for in a NFL outside corner and is a terrific run stopper, but he will 
need some coaching to improve on his technique to excel at the next level. 

DB18 Benjamin St-Juste | Minnesota, CB 

St-Juste is another lanky cornerback who started seeing a rise in stock immediately following his 
week in Mobile at the Senior Bowl. He excelled in 1 on 1 drills and demonstrated excellent cover 
skills, but he is a subpar athlete who likely will be limited at the next level. 

DB19 Paris Ford | Pittsburgh, S 

Paris Ford is an absolute spark plug of a safety and is one of the most fun prospects to watch on 
film. He is a tackling machine, but not best in coverage. He runs downhill like a torpedo at 
opposing running backs but will also be thrown off into the wrong direction on passing routes. 
He needs to improve on ball skills and coverage reads because he is just so quick and aggressive 
to a sprint out of any misread he makes. He is not smartest defensive back, but certainly the 
grittiest player on field. He is small for a strong safety, which is his biggest detractor because if 
he were 6’2″ 220 lbs he’d go in the 1st round. Unfortunately, he is 5’11 and 190 lbs, which could 
pigeonhole him into a free safety role. 

DB20 Shakur Brown | Michigan State, CB 

Shakur Brown is a very intriguing prospect who very well could turn into one of the best corners 
in this group. He is pretty darn fast, has good instincts, is fierce competitor, but not the biggest or 
most experienced guy in the class. Brown made his reps count but was just a one-year starter at 
Michigan State and is under 6′ tall. He was great in coverage and can play anywhere, but not the 
best against the run. He played solid in man and zone and was asked to be all over the field (slot 
and outside). His ball skills jump off the tape and make you scratch your head and think if you 
would have a spot for him in your receiver rotation. 
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DB21 Paulson Adebo | Stanford, CB 

Paulson Adebo was a great prospect heading into the year but opted out of the 2020 season and 
has found himself sliding a bit. He has really great length at 6’1″ and is really good in all 
coverages. The biggest knock against Adebo is that he is a terrible tackler, but he made up for 
that with his 8 picks and 24 PBU in the 2 years he started at Stanford. Despite his playmaking 
abilities he also got torched a good bit and was very inconsistent. 

DB22 Shaun Wade | Ohio State, CB 

Shaun Wade is another great run defender, but cornerbacks rarely get drafted based off of that 
alone. In 2020 he was an absolute hack down the stretch and turned into a major liability in the 
college football playoffs. He is a great tackler, but super weak in press coverage and his struggles 
began once he left his slot role from 2019 to play outside. Perhaps he was a product of two 
stronger, 1st Round corners alongside him. Regardless, the fact that he couldn’t handle the jump 
to the outside corner probably turns him into an NFL slot or Free Safety. 

DB23 Tre Brown | Oklahoma, CB 

Tre Brown was a corner in the Big 12, but a horrible run defender. He is small, but plays up to 
his size, and is one of the best deep zone corners in this group. He is concerning in man 
coverage, but as a power 5 three-year starter he will get a shot in the pros. 

DB24 Tay Gowan | UCF, CB 

Gowan had just one year of a starting role (opted out of 2020), which makes him a bit of a 
mystery. He is tall (6’2″) and long and had a phenomenal season in 2019 where he allowed just 
13 first downs. He has the type of NFL Skillset, good technique and a great mover, but he is a bit 
of a mystery prospect with just 12 games of tape. 

DB25 Kary Vincent Jr. | LSU, CB 
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Kary Vincent Jr. became a key starter for the 2019 LSU National Championship team, but opted 
out of the 2020 season. He is small and probably will stay in the slot, but it is worth noting that 
he has Olympic level speed and was a track star along with football. 

DB26 Talanoa Hufanga | USC, S 

Hufanga was the Pac-12 defensive player of the year and probably will play strong safety and 
possibly even a pass rushing linebacker as well. He split time between the box and deep as a free 
safety. He has the big hitter mentality and will play the role of enforcer. 

DB27 Israel Mukuamu | South Carolina, CB 

Israel Mukuamu is another huge corner and will match up well with big guys and even TEs. He 
is very athletic, but not technically sound in the least. He opted out after 6 games filled with 
really bad tape from zone coverage, so his ceiling is very limited. 

DB28 Trill Williams | Syracuse, CB/S 

Trill Williams is a great athlete and played slot the past two seasons. He started his career 
playing an outside corner roll in 2018 but was moved to slot likely because he is great in man 
coverage. 

Linebackers 

 

LB1 Micah Parsons | Penn State 

Micah Parsons is one of the elite playmakers in the draft and has the talent alone to keep him 
inside the top 10. His 2019 tape was outstanding as a true sophomore and is more than enough to 
keep him in the elite category of the class, despite opting out of the 2020 season. At 6’3″, 245 lbs 
Parsons moves with fluidity like a running back and could even be in the 4.3-4.4 second 40-yard 
dash category. He plays with outstanding instincts as a linebacker and is a tackling machine that 
excels at busting through the line of scrimmage as well as beating opponents to the edge. He is a 
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bit untested in coverage and rarely lined up 1 on 1, but he has the athleticism and frame to be 
coached into an elite all around linebacker. He likely will fit in as a mike linebacker but is so 
efficient and dominant in the pass rush that he has the potential to line up all over the field. He 
has some of the best bend and pass rushing technique that I have ever seen for a player that has 
been categorized as a traditional inside linebacker. There have been rumors of character issues as 
he was involved in some trouble since being a recruit through his time at Penn State, but 
hopefully teams see it as a phase of immaturity that he has outgrown. There have been instances 
of recruiting violations, fighting with teammates as well as being roped into a hazing violation, 
but Parsons is young, and his talent alone will at least give him a chance to prove that he has 
grown in his year off. 

LB2 Jamin Davis | Kentucky 

Jamin Davis emerged as one of the best run stuffers in the SEC this year. He may just have one 
year of starting under his belt, but he displayed some of the best tape in the class. He is a superb 
athlete with quick hands that allows him to naturally shed blocks. He plays sideline to sideline 
with ease and seems to be in on almost every tackle of the game. He is lean and lanky at 6’4″, 
which will likely give him a leg up on most of the linebackers in this tier. He is very much a 
project and had under 1,000 career snaps and just 26 in man coverage last year, which is 
concerning if he is going to play outside. He has the tendency to misfire at times, but then uses 
his amazing make up speed to recover…this is something that won’t be the case in NFL. There is 
some work to be done, but his raw ability, instinct and frame keep him as a first round grade 
from us. We love the instinct that Davis plays with and believe that he will become one of the 
best LBs in the league. When we watch Davis play we see Darius Leonard comparisons.  

LB3 Jeremiah Owusu-Koramoah | Notre Dame 

Jeremiah Owusu-Koramoah is a true speed linebacker, however, is undersized as well. His 
combination of size (just 215 lbs) and speed leads me to believe that his stock is going to very 
schematically dependent, but that is not necessarily a bad thing. Linebacker/Safety Hybrids are 
becoming much more popular and the elite prospects like Isaiah Simmons have been taken in the 
top 10. Owusu-Koramoah is fast as hell and flies into the backfield like a torpedo. Despite being 
listed as a Linebacker, he is probably faster than 90% of current NFL Safeties. I cannot reiterate 
how much his speed jumps off the tape, whether it is in coverage, rushing the passer or catching 
a running back from behind. He has a tendency to overshoot tackles due to moving too quick at 
times, so he isn’t an elite run stuffer at the next level. He played over 680 snaps in the slot over 
the course of his career, which reiterates his ability to play strong safety. JOK is a 1st Round 
lock, but his stock will be schematically dependent. 

LB4 Zaven Collins | Tulsa 

Zaven Collins is an enigma at linebacker. At 6’4 270 lbs you would think he is an edge rusher, 
but Collins spent his career playing the off-ball linebacker position for the Tulsa Hurricanes. 
Collins is an amazing mover for his size and is one of the fastest linebackers in the entire class. 
He would be a big-time mover after dominating the Combine with his freakish skillset but will 
have to settle for showing off at his Pro Day. He is probably the best combo linebacker in terms 
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of pass rush and pass coverage, which is extremely rare to find a guy that his so amazing at both. 
It almost leads to a bigger decision of what type of scheme and position that Collins would plug 
into, but he likely will fit best in an outside linebacker role for a heavy blitzing team. He is a 
solid tackler and has improved throughout his career, but still doesn’t rank at the very top of the 
class in that category. He has a very finesse skillset where you would like to see him become a 
bit more aggressive, being the monster of a player that he is. At 270 lbs, he may be a scheme 
specific prospect, which could pull his value down a bit.  

LB5 Nick Bolton | Missouri 

Nick Bolton is a true inside linebacker, who despite not being the most athletic of this group, is 
still among the elite due to his superior processing abilities. His instincts are pure and give him a 
half step of leeway that most linebackers don’t get. He is the definition of a true run stuffing, 
tackling machine and plays as if he is magnetically attached to the ball. He is a bit short at 6′, but 
still very fast even though he may not be as athletic as the rest of the elite group. He moves very 
well and is an incredible pass rusher, however, will need to improve on his cover skills. His 
biggest knock is probably his height and length, but still hangs in there and makes plays in 
coverage. We could see a team reach for Bolton in the tail end of the 1st, but think he likely lands 
somewhere on day 2.  

 

LB6 Jabril Cox | LSU 

Jabril Cox was a 2-time 1st Team All-American and won 3 National Championships at North 
Dakota State before transferring to LSU for his final season. He is extremely natural in coverage 
and has proven he can do it all after making the jump to the SEC. LSU’s defense translates well 
to the NFL and offers great tape of Cox doing it all. He isn’t the pure run stuffer that we see 
going on Day 1 and he isn’t a sideline-to-sideline guy, but he can cover anyone and also has the 
speed to fill a hybrid role. He only blitzed 36 times last year, which is a bit concerning if he is 
going to play in a traditional outside LB position. His biggest strength will be his ability to 
mirror big bodies in the NFL. 

LB7 Chazz Surratt | UNC 
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Surratt is a pure athelte who started his career at QB before changing to Linebacker. The biggest 
concern right off the bat was his tackling ability, which improved significantly to the bookend of 
his college career. He is an extremely aggressive run stuffer who plays sideline to sideline and 
was frequently sent in blitz packages. He was slippery through the offensive line but lacked the 
high end speed. He was rather untested in coverage and frequently found himself stuck on blocks 
both at the line of scrimmage in inside the box. He has had flashes of being elite but is very 
unpolished (naturally so) and will be a bit of a project at the next level and is pegged as a Day 2 
candidate. Fun fact, his brother (Sage Surratt | Wake Forest, WR) is likely pegged as a similar 
high ceiling project who could be drafted in a similar range. 

LB8 Pete Werner | Ohio State 

Pete Werner is a very fast linebacker with great, A+ Closing Speed. He anticipates plays well 
and is a high IQ player and a solid run plugger. He has prototypical size but has the speed to play 
all over the field. He is an early Day 3 project for us. 

LB9 K.J. Britt | Auburn 

K.J. Britt is an old school style linebacker that we are higher on than most. He blows up the line 
of scrimmage and seems to be in on most plays but can be a step too aggressive at times. If you 
are looking for a decent valued linebacker that can help fill the role of a run stuffer, Britt could 
be your guy. However, on the contrary, if you need a do-it-all guy who can also cover and pass 
rush you’re SOL. In all, he is a decent athlete who is a tackling machine with head for ball and is 
fast enough but lacks the high-end speed. He will fire and miss at times and bites on nearly every 
play action that is attempted. If he even thinks that the ball is handed off, he is halfway 
there…which is a blessing and a curse. We think of Britt as a mid to late rounder, but he could 
fall far. At the very least, Britt will be a factor on special teams.  

 

 

LB10 Monty Rice | Georgia 

Monty Rice is a very athletic speed linebacker who played roughly all of his career snaps inside 
the box. That alone limits his versatility, and he is not as good of a tackler that you would hope 
for from an inside linebacker. He was above average in coverage as well as a pass rusher but 
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lacks that elite flash to go any higher than Day 3. The biggest knack on Rice is his slow 
processing abilities that often leave him a step too late. 

LB11 Charles Snowden | Virginia 

Charles Snowden may be listed as an OLB, but he is as pure of an edge as there comes. His 
abilities will likely place him in a pure pass rushing role, but at 240 he also lacks the speed or 
strength to play a pure defensive end role. He is a true tweener who is a good pass rusher with 
good hands and bend but doesn’t have the power to go any higher than the 5th or 6th round. 
Snowden is a true NFL project, but the sack production was there in college and could translate 
to the pros. 

LB12 Baron Browning | Ohio State 

Baron Browing has some of the best speed for a linebacker of NFL stature (6’3″, 240) and could 
double as a true edge prospect. He had under 100 tackles for his career, which is concerning as 
he had just 25 in his senior season (with 3 missed tackles). He showed great improvement over 
his career but is a pure project that has a lot of room for growth in the play recognition bucket. 

LB13 Cameron McGrone | Michigan 

McGrone was a player that I was disappointed to see turn pro as I think another season at 
Michigan could have turned him into a top tier prospect. He declared after a weak junior season, 
however, he displayed his elite athletic abilities in his tape. He runs sideline to sideline with ease 
and cuts down the corner to contain running backs. However, we are not sold on his coverage 
abilities and has a lot of room for improvement with his technique. He is a victim of limited 
experience, but could blossom into being a steady role player. 

LB14 Dylan Moses | Alabama 

Moses was amongst the top LB prospects a few years back but hasn’t been the same since he tore 
his ACL in 2019. Despite being one of the most elite and high ceiling athletes, he is near to 
bottom of the barrel in terms of play recognition. The game just seems not to click for Moses, but 
you can see his raw abilities shine through his pass rush and coverage tape. Moses will take a 
while to acclimate to the NFL and is likely not every down starter, but he certainly has the 
abilities to make a roster and compete on special teams. 

LB15 Paddy Fisher | Northwestern 

Paddy Fisher is solid. Absolutely solid. He was a cog for one of the most improved defenses in 
the nation and was a do it all linebacker. What is concerning is that Fisher never again reached 
the production and ability that he had in the early years of his spectacular career, which puts his 
ceiling into serious question. 
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Defensive Lineman 

 

DL1 Kwity Paye | Michigan, Edge 

Kwity Paye fills out a doorframe at 6’4″ 275 lbs and is a monster of an edge whose true strengths 
relies in his combination of agility and power. Although it might seem impossible, Paye plays 
bigger than his size and is violent on the line of scrimmage with a low center of gravity for such 
a tall player. He has gotten significant snaps for three solid years of college football in the Big 
10, which really separates him from the rest of the tier in terms of experience. He doesn’t have 
elite sack volume (just 9 in career) but accounted for 53 hurries and 51 run stops. Ironically, his 
biggest detractor is also his size due to his frequency to rely on physical abilities rather than 
technique. This will be a brick wall as soon as he enters the league and plays against better and 
faster offensive lineman. Luckily, that is something that can clearly be improved upon at the next 
level, which makes Paye into a high ceiling prospect.  

DL2 Azeez Ojulari | Georgia, Edge 

Azeez Ojulari is another player that capped off their college career with an extremely strong 
postseason. Ojulari racked up 3 sacks against Cincinnati in the Peach Bowl in route to leading 
the SEC in sacks for the season. He finished his career with 15 sacks and 46 hurries. Ojulari is 
just 240 lbs but makes up what he lacks in size with his speed and a super strong first step. He is 
a pure speed rusher with a tremendous and technically sound skillset but lacks any elite power. 
Ojulari comes in as our second ranked defensive lineman and has a 1st round grade. 

DL3 Jaelan Phillips | Miami, Edge 

Jaelan Phillips is another one hit wonder, who transferred to Miami after spending his early 
career with UCLA. Phillips was widely regarded as the top recruit in the country coming out of 
high school but suffered some head injuries and setbacks (and was hit by a car while riding a 
scooter) that limited his career with the Bruins. After transferring to Miami, he had a breakout 
season where he recorded 9 sacks and 29 hurries and appeared to finally show out as the prospect 
he was once recruited to be. Phillips is as strong and powerful as edge rushers come and is such a 
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pure and complete athlete. If you were playing a pick-up game of basketball at the YMCA, you’d 
pick Phillips first every game. His 2020 tape is incredible and really gives a true look at how 
talented Phillips is and how high his ceiling could be, but don’t doubt that a choppy injury 
history will always be in the back of every team’s head. It is hard to ignore a history of serious 
head injuries, but Phillips brings so much talent to the table that he is likely going to be picked in 
the late 1st. 

DL4 Gregory Rousseau | Miami, Edge 

Rousseau had a dominant 2019 season for the Miami Hurricanes, recording 16 sacks and 24 
hurries in 14 games. Rousseau has the perfect size and frame for an elite edge rusher, standing at 
a lanky 6’7″ 265 lbs. Despite the huge numbers in 2019, they can be a bit misleading as he 
picked up many of those because of secondary. In a typical year you would think of an edge 
rusher with that frame and production as a top 5 lock, but Rousseau has just 14 games of tape 
under his belt and is a very raw prospect with unpolished technique. There is a long way to go 
for Rousseau to reach his high ceiling, but he still ranks as one of our top edge rushers in the 
starless class of defensive lineman. 

DL5 Levi Onwuzurike | Washington, DT 

Levi Onwuzurike was one of the top defensive line prospects entering the 2020 season, however, 
he opted out and declared for the draft. He posted really good numbers as a talented and versatile 
combo tackle in his first two seasons, with extremely impressive improvement game-after-game. 
His explosiveness jumps off tape, especially for a tackle, and he is very agile. He spent most of 
his time in the A and B gaps, but I could see him moving to the outside in a 3-4 defense at the 
next level due to his strong pass rushing abilities and speed, however, there is a lot of room left 
to grow for his pass rushing abilities. 

DL6 Jayson Oweh | Penn State, Edge 

Jayson Oweh is one of my favorite prospects in the draft, but the one thing that could’ve 
improved his stock more than anything would have been another year of production at Penn 
State. The one aspect that is keeping Oweh from a pure 1st round lock is the glaring 0 in the 
sacks column in 2020, but it must be noted that prospects aren’t drafted off of the stats, rather on 
potential and fit. Despite the low sack numbers (7 in career), the hurries were there (39) as well 
as 21 run stops in 2020, which ranks him near the top in the country. He has a near perfect frame 
at 6’5″ 255 lbs and is long and quick from the edge, but the power isn’t there yet. Oweh is a 
borderline 1st round pick but is still very much a project who probably would’ve benefitted from 
another year of college ball. 

DL7 Christian Barmore | Alabama, DT 

Christian Barmore had an up and down career at Alabama but finished it on a high note as a key 
defensive playmaker for the National Champions. The versatile defensive lineman is currently 
ranked as our top DT prospect and the 19th player overall, largely due to his improvement 
through the 2020 season. Barmore has great hands, power and rare flexibility for an interior 
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lineman. Barmore can rush the passer better than any defensive tackle in this class, which will 
translate nicely into any scheme he is drafted into. Barmore is our only defensive tackle with a 1st 
round grade.  

DL8 Alim McNeill | NC State, DT 

Alim McNeill will sit atop the draft for teams searching for a true nose tackle, however, this 
could pigeonhole his draft potential to becoming scheme specific. He is a true, elite run stuffer 
who will cannon ball through double teams from even the strongest of offensive lines in the 
league. McNeill has improved vastly year-over-year and has 3 years of true starting experience 
with nearly 1,400 snaps logged. Despite not having a sack in 2020, he still had over 10 in his 
career along with 36 hurries and 5 batted passes. He is not the type of player that you draft with 
hopes of improving your pass rush, but certainly will use his size (6’2″ 320 lbs) and strength get 
the the quarterback at times and will strengthen any defensive line that he is on. McNeill will 
play a very niche role, but we view him as a Day 2 prospect.  

 

DL9 Daviyon Nixon | Iowa, DT 

Like Barmore, Daviyon Nixon also had a very rocky, up and down career. Nixon is such a solid 
player all around and could probably even make a strong case as playing most positions on the 
line. At 300+ lbs, he has a special sort of quickness to his game that combines well with his elite 
strength. He is light on his feet, but at the same time has the power to bulldoze through the inside 
of the line. He is a solid prospect who has 1st Round potential, but his inconsistent tape leads 
many to believe that he could be a shaky role player at the next level. 

DL10 Carlos Basham Jr. | Wake Forest, Edge 

Carlos “Boogie” Basham Jr. is an absolute bully on the defensive line who has the skillset to play 
inside and out at the next level. At 6’4″ 285 lbs, he still blows off the line with the speed of a 
running back and is an absolute wrecking ball with his size. He had a bit of a dip in production in 
2020 and played just 404 snaps, but salvaged 7 run stops, 5 sacks and 16 hurries for his final 
year. He had an astonishing 89 hurries in his career to go along with 56 run stops and 23 
sacks…this dude flat out produced. He is more of a pusher than a bender and feasts off 
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collapsing the pocket as his forte. Basham entered the season as one of our top guys, but it is a 
bit discouraging that he appears to have taken a step back. Regardless, he is a Day 2 guy for us. 

DL11 Marvin Wilson | Florida State, DT 

Early in the draft process, Marvin Wilson was a top 5 prospect. Now, after a down season, he is 
going to be lucky if he is taken before the 3rd Round. Wilson was one of the few bright spots on 
the Florida State front 7, which led him to facing double teams and mismatches all season before 
electing to opt out following an “injury”. Wilson finished the 2020 season with just 6 hurries and 
7 run stops, which both were well below his career normal. He was exposed in 2020, but with 
two great years in his past it could be written off as a minor dip and could easily bounce back in 
the NFL. Wilson is one of the few players whose stock is lower than it would have been if he had 
gone pro last year, but he still is a day 2 guy in our book. 

DL12 Cameron Sample | Tulane, Edge 

Cameron Sample had an impressive week at the Senior Bowl and was one of the biggest movers 
following the trip. He is thick (6’3″ 280 lbs), but has an extremely fast first step which he 
combines with terrific bend off the edge used to leave offensive tackles in the dust. He came out 
of Mobile as Senior Bowl Defensive MVP to go along with a solid week of practice against a 
strong offensive line group. Sample lacks NFL length, but outside of that he is a pretty solid 
prospect with not many flaws. He is the typical high floor prospect that will be taken somewhere 
from the 3rd to 5th round. 

DL13 Rashad Weaver | Pittsburgh, Edge 

Rashad Weaver is a lanky edge who produced a part of a very talented front 7 at Pittsburgh. 
Weaver finished the season with 32 hurries and 10 sacks, largely due to the combination of his 
power and technique. His moves are sophisticated, and his bag of tricks is seemingly never 
ending, however, the concerns surround his agility and quickness…especially concerning since 
he tore his ACL and missed all of the 2019 season. Weaver is a low-ceiling/high-floor prospect 
thanks to his fundamentally sound skillset, which makes up for his lack of athleticism and 
agility. We see Weaver getting drafted in the 3rd to 5th round to play in a depth role at the next 
level. 

DL14 Joe Tryon | Washington, Edge 

Joe Tryon is a true bull rusher and is a player with imposing physical ability that is generally 
unmatched by college offensive lineman. Tryon opted out, which will be interesting to follow 
through the draft process. He has always been a player to watch because of his rare physical 
skillset, but his technique was never there. In his one season as a starter, he accounted for 28 
hurries and 9 sacks, but that generally was due to the high volume of bulldozing rather than his 
pass rush moves. Unfortunately for Tryon, the tackles will just get faster and stronger at the next 
level, which keeps him as a late Day 2/early Day 3 prospect for us. 

DL15 Jonathan Cooper | Ohio State, Edge 
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Jonathan Cooper is an undersized edge prospect who also benefitted from a strong week at the 
Senior Bowl. His hands are one of his biggest strengths as he efficiently beats lineman without 
having much of an edge when it comes to size or speed. He found decent production through a 
strong defense, which likely puts him into the mix along with the other depth pieces in this tier. 

DL16 Ronnie Perkins | Oklahoma, Edge 

Ronnie Perkins is a 3 year starter from a national contender and is another high-ceiling/low-floor 
prospect. At 6’3″ 250 lbs he has tremendous bend and flexibility that allows for him the play a 
pure speed role. We was a tremendous run stopper, but the pass rushing technique isn’t up to par 
for a guy with as much experience. He likely could end up playing in an outside linebacker role 
as a depth player until he improves on his strength and technical skills. Due to that, we have 
Perkins as a late Day 2/early Day 3 prospect. 

DL17 Patrick Jones II | Pittsburgh, Edge 

Patrick Jones II is another member of the dominant Pittsburgh front 7 and recorded back-to-back 
seasons with 9+ sacks along with 81 career hurries. The production and film is great, but 
following an embarrassing week of Senior Bowl practice there have been some concerns. Jones 
has great technique to go along with his prototypically sought-after size, but there is legit 
concern over his strength. It is worth noting that he is an above average run stopper, which 
should add to his versatility. Someone will take a shot on Jones, but the chances of that 
happening before the 3rd round are questionable. 

DL18 Jay Tufele | USC, DT 

Jay Tufele is one of the best pass rushing tackles in this class, but lacks the elite run stuffing 
abilities to be considered inside the top tier tackle group. For 305 lbs, Tufele is quick on his feet 
and brings an elite skillset of rushing techniques to the table. Another piece to weigh in is that 
Tufele is rusty off of a year off from football but looked quick at his pro day when he ran a sub 5 
second 40 yard dash as well as above average agility drills.  

DL19 Tommy Togiai | Ohio State, DT 

Tommy Togiai is a bull-rushing run-stuffer that adds some much-needed pressure from the 
inside. He played most of his career snaps from the B-Gap, however, has logged just 659 snaps 
total over the course of three years. Each season he got more snaps, which is refreshing to see, 
but he never surpassed 300 in a year (just 291 in 2020). His role is pretty limited and clear cut, as 
he will translate into a true depth defensive tackle in the league. Due to this, we have him graded 
as a mid-round prospect with a lot of room to grow at the next level. 
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DL20 Tyler Shelvin | LSU, DT 

Tyler Shelvin was a key playmaker for the 2019 National Champions but opted out of the season 
to prepare for the draft. Shelvin is one of the biggest bodies in the class and was last playing 
around 350 lbs, but his true measurements after a year without football have been a hot topic. His 
potential is likely limited as a run stuffer, as he had just 5 hurries in his career, but his true test 
will be appearing at the LSU Pro Day and proving that he can still move around like he once 
could. For a player his size, a year off could be detrimental, and he weighed in at 350 lbs at his 
Pro Day, which should erase all weight related concerns. As of now you can lock him in as 
another mid-to-late round pick. 

DL21 Elerson Smith | Northern Iowa, Edge 

Elerson Smith is a small school guy who benefitted a lot from a strong week at the Senior Bowl. 
Smith was forced to take a year off leading up to the Senior Bowl but appeared to knock the rust 
off just fine. He had a dominant 2019 campaign where he accounted for 14 sacks, 5 forced 
fumbles and 21.5 tackle for loss. However, his production was at the FCS level against much 
inferior competition, which is why the Senior Bowl held so much water. Smith had an 
impressive week and likely has landed himself a draftable grade sometime on Day 3. 

DL22 Joseph Ossai | Texas, Edge 

Joseph Ossai is an undersized edge that lacks the spark required to be considered a top tier 
prospect. He has some experience playing off the ball as a linebacker, which adds to his 
versatility as a prospect, but he isn’t an every down player in the NFL and lacks the top tier 
speed and technique to get it done. He is a good enough athlete to add some depth down the line 
and can fill many different roles for a defense, but his stock is a mid-rounder at best. 

DL23 Daelin Hayes | Notre Dame, Edge 

Daelin Hayes is another undersized edge at just 240 lbs, but has a super quick and twitchy first 
step, which often affords him the outside leverage against top tackles. He is a super athlete who 
probably could also play as a traditional outside linebacker role, but really has great bend and a 
plethora of good pass rush moves to make it as a 3rd down specialist early in his career. His 
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power is nothing special, but he continues to improve and has a knack for getting to the passer. 
He was not a big sack guy and really didn’t produce much until his final year of eligibility but 
did record 23 hurries in 2020 along with a strong showing at the Senior Bowl. 

DL24 Quincy Roche | Miami, Edge 

Quincy Roche, like many in this tier, is on the small end of the spectrum (just 245) and doesn’t 
impose much of a threat with his length, reach or athleticism. However, Roche produced 
throughout his career and finished off his final year of eligibility by transferring from Temple to 
Miami. At Temple, Roche dominated a lesser division and record 70 hurries from 2018-2019 but 
took a step back last year and wasn’t nearly as productive when he reached P5 status. Regardless, 
he is among the most accomplished edge rushers in this class, which could push him into late 
Day 2 territory…we have him rated as a 5th. He is a deep sleeper but has several strong 
connections in the league…the most notable being his former Head Coach while at Temple, Matt 
Rhule. The Panthers are rather edge needy and could reach in the 3rd or 4th.   

DL25 Chris Rumph II | Duke, Edge 

Chris Rumph II is an extremely polished prospect with a career full of experience and production 
at Duke. He is a dark horse sleeper who might get picked up well before the experts are 
predicting due to his impressive pass rushing technique, however, there are major size concerns 
as he is stands about the size of an NFL Linebacker. 

DL26 Victor Dimukeje | Duke, Edge 

Victor Dimukeje, alot like teammate Chris Rumph II, is veteran edge rusher with a full set of 
advanced pass rushing tactics. Dimukeje has a much better frame than Rumph, however, ranks 
on the lower side when it comes to reach and height. Dimukeje is an experienced veteran, but 
just doesn’t have the athletic ability or strength to be considered with the top tier prospects. 

DL27 Darius Stills | WVU, DT 

Darius Stills is an undersized tackle at just 285 lbs, but actually played great in his snap-share as 
a Nose Tackle. Stills plays close to the ground with a low center of gravity that allowed him to 
dominate the Big 12 as a run stuffer. He is nothing to write home about as a prospect, however, 
is the type of glue guy that you need in your rotation. 

DL28 Milton Williams | Louisiana Tech, DT 

Milton Williams was a two-year starter at Louisiana Tech, but dramatically improved throughout 
his career. He is in that 275 lb range, which isn’t elite for his natural position, but he plays up to 
his frame. Williams doesn’t jump through the screen on film, but he is a solid player who makes 
you wonder how much room he has to grow at the next level. He played most of his snaps as an 
edge early in his career but transitioned into playing a lot more on the interior in 2020, so the 
pass rush moves are there. 
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DL 29 Bobby Brown III | Texas A&M, DT 

Bobby Brown III is a massive tackle prospect and looks it on film. At 6’4″ 325 lbs he barrels 
around the field and breaks through offensive lines. He is very powerful and had a great career as 
a run stuffer, but also developed and improved upon his pass rushing toolbox. He is a far from 
polished prospect but has the size and power that a team will take a shot on and look to mold into 
a complete player. 

DL30 Marlon Tuipulotu | USC, DT 

What Jay Tufele lacked as a run stuffer, Marlon Tuipulotu filled in well and vice versa as a pass 
rusher. Tufele and Tuipulotu worked together as one of the best pair of tackles in college 
football. Tuipulotu had an up and down career but legitimized himself as a true power run stuffer 
and was one of the best block shedders in the class. However, the limited athleticism and agility 
is a concern at the next level. 

Offensive Lineman 

 

OL1 Penei Sewell | Oregon, OT 

Penei Sewell is a special type of prospect that only comes around every so often. At 6’5″ 330 lbs 
he has every GMs dream frame for a Left Tackle, but what is even more impressive is how he 
moves. Sewell has never appeared to have a task that he cannot handle or seemed to be 
mismatched with size or speed. Sewell opted out of the 2020 season but set records and became 
the highest rated offensive tackle in the history of PFF rankings with a 95.8 in 2019. Sewell was 
a bit untested in the PAC12 and didn’t have the opportunity to face top tier pass rushers as he 
would have in the SEC or Big10, but rarely ever showed a weakness in any aspect of his game. 
He is young (just 20 years old), so there is a belief that his ceiling could be even higher than 
imaginable, but his true value that jumps out is how high his floor is…something that doesn’t 
come often at the position. Sewell is a surefire top 10 pick in the 2021 draft. 

OL2 Rashawn Slater | Northwestern, OT 
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Slater was a two-year started at Northwestern, playing both Right Tackle (2018) and Left Tackle 
(2019). Slater opted out of the 2020 season and elected to focus on training for the draft and 
working on his technique with renowned OL coach Duke Manyweather. Slater’s biggest 
weaknesses are those he cannot control…size and length. At 6’4″ 305, he is a bit under the 
prototypical size of a tackle and his 33-inch arms don’t help the argument (35 inch arms are 
generally the gold standard), but it is hard to spot a flaw in any of his tape. He mirrors as well as 
anyone and it is clear on tape that he is a high IQ player who processes the game with ease. He 
frequently picks up on stunts and blitzes before they happen, something that is extremely rare for 
a player that is so early in his career. If you truly want to measure Slater among NFL standards, 
check out his tape against Chase Young in 2019, which was better than any other offensive 
lineman Young faced. There is a chance that Slater may move inside to guard early in his career, 
but that alone shouldn’t bump him outside of the top 15 picks. 

OL3 Alijah Vera-Tucker | USC, OL 

Alijah Vera-Tucker is the most versatile lineman of this class and bounced around the Trojans 
line for his career. In 2018 he played in the RG spot in a reserve role, but took over in 2019 as 
the starting LG. He then took over the LT spot in 2020 and had his most efficient season of his 
career, although the Trojans played just 6 games and 466 snaps on offense. In his career he 
allowed just 5 sacks and 8 hurries through his 975 pass blocking snaps, but likely is going to be 
drafted to play the guard position. He measured in at 6’4″ 308 lbs with 32 1/8 inch arms, which 
clearly will pigeonhole him to an inside position. Regardless of where he plays, Vera-Tucker has 
phenomenal tape and production over the prior two years and can be viewed as a high floor 
prospect who can step in and play guard right away. Don’t discount Vera-Tucker being taken 
11th overall by the Giants, who are in desperate need of a starting RG, but his range lies within 
the mid to late 1st round. 

OL4 Christian Darrisaw | Virginia Tech, OT 

Darrisaw is a 3 year starter from Virginia Tech who saw his production improve each season. He 
exploded onto the draft scene in 2020 and had as dominant of a season as anyone in college 
football and capped his career off with a 95.6 PFF rating (just 0.2 behind Sewells record 
breaking season). He played all 2,320 snaps of his career at the Left Tackle position and finished 
his junior season without allowing a single sack or hit all year. He plays with tremendous 
physicality and power and is as NFL ready as anyone at the position. There will no doubt be an 
adjustment period at the next level, but it is clear that Darrisaw has the physical gifts and 
instinctual awareness to thrive at the next level. 

OL5 Teven Jenkins | Oklahoma State, OT 

Jenkins is a powerful and precise run blocking specialist who has split his career playing 
between the two tackle positions. There is room to improve when it comes to being a technical 
pass blocker, but it will be hard to find a better mauler in the run game this year. Jenkins showed 
gradual improvement in each of his three years as a starter and allowed just 2 sacks in his career 
with over 1,000 pass blocking snaps. Jenkins was a key impact in teammate Chuba Hubbard’s 
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dominance in the 2019 season. We have Jenkins as a 1st round pick and could see him landing in 
a run heavy scheme such as Indianapolis or Pittsburgh. 

OL6 Landon Dickerson | Alabama, C/G 

At 6’6″ 325 lbs, Dickerson was one of the biggest centers in the country but finished the year by 
being named 1st Team All American and the Rimington Award Winner for being the top overall 
Center in the nation. Dickerson’s stock saw it take its biggest hit when he tore his ACL late in 
the season, which could potential push back his NFL debut. Regardless, he is as solid of an NFL 
prospect as any in this class and has the strength to start anywhere on the interior right away. He 
was a pancake machine in 2020 and played a critical role in Najee Harris’s success between the 
tackles. He is an extremely smart and well coached prospect but will also be 23 when he makes 
his debut, something that combined with an injury could push his stock into the third round. 
Regardless, Dickerson will be an NFL starter. 

OL7 Liam Eichenberg | Notre Dame, OT 

Liam Eichenberg may not be the flashiest prospect in the world, but he is by far one of the most 
stout and complete prospects across the board. As a 3-year starter for a contending team, he 
logged over 2,600 snaps and gave up just 3 sacks in his career. He is light on his feet for a 300+ 
lbs tackle and has desirable length to play on the outside as a tackle. He struggled to contain 
several of the top edge rushers throughout his career but has some of the best experience in the 
country by playing in the Notre Dame offense against some of the toughest defenses in the 
country. He isn’t going to be the most intriguing or athletic prospect, but he certainly is solid 
enough to garner a second-round pick. 

OL8 Walker Little | Stanford, OT 

At 6’7” 309 lbs, Walker Little is an intimidating tackle prospect, but he has just 70-some snaps 
in the last 2 years thanks to an injury and COVID. He is an impressive blocker who jumped off 
of tape when he last played as a sophomore, but the absence could push his stock a lot lower than 
his true value. He is a mysterious prospect, but with his amazing physical traits there will be a 
team that should take on shot on day 2.  
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OL9 Samuel Cosmi | Texas, OT 

Samuel Cosmi is solid and has some of the best tape in the country, but he seriously could’ve 
benefitted from returning to Texas for another season. He is a tremendous athlete who is 
extremely fast off of the line, so the potential is clearly there, but with such a strong tackle class 
emerging this season he could have gone back for one more year of tape to really emerge as a 
early first rounder. He has the athleticism and power to be a first round pick, but inefficiencies in 
his technique will probably push him into the early second. 

OL10 Dillon Radunz | North Dakota State, OT 

Radunz was a three-year starter at Left Tackle for the dominant FCS powerhouse North Dakota 
State. He is quick and lanky like a converted tight end and just tips the scale at 300 lbs, but plays 
with a rare explosiveness for a FCS talent. Don’t let the lower tier division fool you, Radunz did 
have an SEC offer from Missouri, but elected to go to North Dakota State for a better shot at 
playing time. There are some concerns surrounding injury history, as he did have a bad ACL tear 
in 2017, but he bounced back and allowed just 4 sacks over the next three years. North Dakota 
State played in just one game in 2020, so we really don’t have a good read on Radunz lately, but 
he had an extremely impressive week at the Senior Bowl against several top rated edge rushers. 
He is a bit too lean to be a no brainer first round pick, but we have him graded as potentially 
going in the 20s. 

OL11 James Hudson | Cincinnati, OT 

Hudson is a prospect that has all the tools but is likely as unpolished as any other prospect. He is 
just a one-year starter, which will raise a lot of questions, but his 2020 tape is very impressive. 
He moves like an edge rusher and has very impressive footwork, but the limited play time should 
be a bit concerning to keep his stock in the third or fourth round.  

OL12 Jackson Carman | Clemson, OT 

Carman has some of the best experience in the draft as a multi-year starter on a contending team. 
He is an absolute load at 6’5” 335 lbs and served as Trevor Lawrence’s blind side blocker since 
2019. He is a well-coached prospect that significantly improved throughout his career at 
Clemson but doesn’t strike you as a prospect that has a high ceiling.   

OL13 Wyatt Davis | Ohio State, G 

Davis was amongst the top overall prospects in the draft when the season began but had a 
disappointing year that exposed several of his blocking tendencies. Granted, the Buckeyes played 
a limited schedule that ended up being rather vigorous and challenging, but from one of the top 
prospects in the country you would expect a bit more consistency. Davis seems to check off 
every box in terms of physical skillset and tools necessary to become an elite interior lineman in 
the NFL, but it is too often on tape where we see miscommunications and confusion…an area 
that scouts are deeply invested into. These flaws can obviously be coached and overcome, but to 
invest any higher than a early 2nd would be a bit of a reach for an unpolished guard. 
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OL14 Jalen Mayfield | Michigan, OT 

Mayfield is as raw as it gets for someone considered to possibly be taken before the end of Day 
2. He has limited reps and tape and was a 1 year starter before he opted out of the 2020 season,
but then elected to return for just two games. In those two games he played extremely well and
showcased he rare strength and muscle. The ceiling is high for Mayfield, but there is too much
work to be done technically before he is worth much more than a 3rd round pick. A team may
reach higher due to his high developmental ceiling, but he will certainly be a project in the pros.

OL15 Alex Leatherwood | Alabama, OT 

Leatherwood was as reliable as they get in the SEC, but also benefitted from being on one of the 
best offensive lines in the country. He finished his career with a National Championship, along 
with other great honors and accolades. He started his Bama career by playing the RG position 
while former 1st Rd picks Jonah Williams and Jedrick Wills played as the tackles. He then 
bumped outside to the Left Tackle (at the time, not the blind side for lefty Tua) for his next two 
seasons. He has the ideal size (6’6″ 315 lbs) and length (34 3/8 inch arms) necessary to play 
tackle at the next level, but lacks the athleticism and quickness to keep up with the top tier talent 
of this class. He is as solid as they come and also could certainly play anywhere on the line, but it 
is likely that we see Leatherwood drop to the bottom of the second round. 

OL16 Creed Humphrey | Oklahoma, C/G 

Humphrey, like Dickerson, is a former Rimington Award winner and one of the most 
accomplished interior linemen in the draft. He is an absolute grinder on the line with some of the 
best hands in the class but is certainly going to be limited to never playing on the outside. He is 
an excellent zone blocker who played a key role in the success of Oklahoma’s run game over the 
years. He has experience playing with great scrambling QBs and his quickness and movement 
looks fluid enough to keep up on tape. He has a powerful upper body but can sometimes play a 
bit too tall against some of the heavier and more powerful defensive tackles. He is as solid as 
they come and certainly with garner a Day 2 pick and will start at the next level. 

OL17 Quinn Meinerz | Wisconsin-Whitewater, G/C 

Meinerz went viral when he had one of the best Senior Bowls out of the entire group and 
contained some of the top edge rushers in the country (not to mention, wore an Ezekiel Elliott 
crop top while doing so). Then, weeks later, he ran two sub 5 second 40-yard dashes to prove he 
was much more than just a physical imposer. Despite not having a 2020 season due to the D2 
cancellation, Meinerz appears to be in game ready shape and has been making himself richer by 
the month. He has gained the attention of scouts and proven that he is worth the investment and 
that he can keep up with anyone. Meinerz is likely a mid-round selection. 

OL18 Trey Smith | Tennessee, G/T 
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Trey Smith was once one of the top-rated recruits in the nation but was sidelined due to serious 
health conditions revolving around blood clots in his lungs. When he returned, he was a solid 
SEC lineman, but he never really appeared to reach the potential he once had early in his career. 
He played multiple positions on the line and settled as a LG in 2020, which boasts his versatility. 
He plays with NFL strength, but didn’t have the consistency you would hope for, which likely 
will push him into the mid-rounds. Someone could take a shot earlier than that, but with a scary 
medical history it is unlikely. 

 

OL19 Spencer Brown | Northern Iowa, OT 

Spencer Brown is a psychical beast and recently ran a 4.8 second 40-yard dash despite having a 
6’8″ 310 lbs frame. The ceiling is extremely high when you have that rare of an athletic profile, 
but there is a long road before Brown can be considered NFL starter quality. He comes from FCS 
powerhouse Northern Iowa, which also discounts his sloppy tape. He has the potential to be a 
great NFL starter, but there is a long way before that is a reality. Brown may be worth a 4th or 
5th round pick as a shot in the dark, but there is no guarantee that it will work out. 

OL20 Drake Jackson | Kentucky, G/C 

Drake Jackson was a four-year starter in the SEC who saw consistent improvement each season. 
He is a seasoned veteran with as much top tier experience as possible and thrives in the run 
game. However, he is under 300 lbs and just 6’2″, which will likely keep him at the center 
position for good. He is a smart and instinctual player that brings a high football IQ to the huddle 
and is an offensive line coaches dream of a leader of the unit. The future could potentially be a 
bright one for Drake Jackson if he finds the right fit for his abilities. 

OL21 Deonte Brown | Alabama, G 

Deonte “Cornbread” Brown is another interior prospect that went viral this year, due to his 
monstrous 6’5″ 350 lbs frame. Brown struggled with consistency throughout his career, but has 
experience starting in both guard positions. He got dinged at the Senior Bowl due to his sloppy 
play but bounced back by having a strong pro day where he showed up 18 lbs lighter. He isn’t 
very nimble on his feet, but that type of size is un-coachable. Another higher than a 5th would be 
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a massive reach, but Brown has the potential to develop into a run blocking mauler at the next 
level as long as he stays at a manageable size. 

 

 
 

1. Trevor Lawrence (Clemson)   
2. Zach Wilson (BYU) 
3. Mac Jones (Alabama) 
4. Trey Lance (North Dakota State) 
5. Justin Fields (Ohio State) 
6. Kyle Trask (Florida) 
7. Davis Mills (Stanford) 
8. Kellen Mond (Texas A&M) 
9. Jamie Newman (Wake Forest) 
10. Brady White (Memphis)  
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1. Travis Etienne (Clemson) 
2. Javonte Williams (UNC) 
3. Najee Harris (Alabama) 
4. Kylin Hill (Mississippi State) 
5. Kenneth Gainwell (Memphis) 
6. Michael Carter (UNC) 
7. Trey Sermon (Ohio State) 
8. Elijah Mitchell (Louisiana) 
9. Khalil Herbert (Virginia Tech) 
10. Chuba Hubbard (Oklahoma State) 

 

 
 

1. Ja’Marr Chase (LSU) 
2. Jaylen Waddle (Alabama) 
3. DeVonta Smith (Alabama) 
4. Elijah Moore (Ole Miss) 
5. Rashod Bateman (Minnesota) 
6. Dyami Brown (UNC) 
7. Kadarious Toney (Florida) 
8. Amari Rodgers (Clemson) 
9. Anthony Schwartz (Auburn) 
10. Terrace Marshall (LSU) 
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1. Kyle Pitts (Florida) 
2. Pat Freiermuth (Penn State) 
3. Brevin Jordan (Miami) 
4. Hunter Long (BC) 
5. Tre McKitty (Georgia) 
6. Tommy Tremble (Notre Dame) 
7. Tony Poljan (Virginia) 
8. Kenny Yeboah (Ole Miss) 
9. Kylen Granson (SMU) 
10. Noah Gray (Duke) 

 

 
 

1. Penei Sewell (Oregon) 
2. Rashawn Slater (Northwestern) 
3. Christian Darrisaw (Virginia Tech) 
4. Teven Jenkins (Oklahoma State) 
5. Liam Eichenberg (Notre Dame) 
6. Walker Little (Stanford) 
7. Samuel Cosmi (Texas) 
8. Dillon Radunz (North Dakota State) 
9. James Hudson (Cincinnati) 
10. Jackson Carmen (Clemson) 
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1. Alijah Vera-Tucker (USC) 
2. Landon Dickerson (Alabama) 
3. Wyatt Davis (Ohio State) 
4. Creed Humphrey (Oklahoma) 
5. Trey Smith (Tennessee) 
6. Quinn Meinerz (Wisconsin-Whitewater) 
7. Drake Jackson (Kentucky) 
8. Deonte Brown (Alabama) 
9. Aaron Banks (Notre Dame) 
10. Josh Myers (Ohio State) 

 

 
 

1. Kwity Paye (Michigan) 
2. Azeez Ojulari (Georgia) 
3. Jaelan Phillips (Miami) 
4. Greg Rousseau (Miami) 
5. Jayson Oweh (Penn State) 
6. Carlos Basham Jr. (Wake Forest) 
7. Cameron Sample (Tulane) 
8. Rashad Weaver (Pittsburgh) 
9. Joe Tryon (Washington) 
10. Ronnie Perkins (Oklahoma) 
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1. Levi Onwuzurike (Washington) 
2. Christian Barmore (Alabama) 
3. Alim McNeill (NC State) 
4. Daviyon Nixon (Iowa) 
5. Marvin Wilson (FSU) 
6. Jay Tufele (USC) 
7. Tommy Togiai (Ohio State) 
8. Tyler Shelvin (LSU) 
9. Darius Stills (WVU) 
10. Milton Williams (Louisiana Tech) 

 

 
 

1. Micah Parsons (Penn State) 
2. Jamin Davis (Kentucky) 
3. Jeremiah Owusu-Kora (Notre Dame) 
4. Zaven Collins (Tulsa) 
5. Nick Bolton (Missouri) 
6. Jabril Cox (LSU) 
7. Chazz Surratt (UNC) 
8. Pete Werner (Ohio State) 
9. K.J. Britt (Auburn) 
10. Monty Rice (Georgia) 
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1. Jaycee Horn (South Carolina) 
2. Patrick Surtain II (Alabama) 
3. Caleb Farley (Virginia Tech) 
4. Greg Newsome II (Northwestern) 
5. Kelvin Joseph (Kentucky) 
6. Elijah Molden (Washington) 
7. Asante Samuel Jr. (Florida State) 
8. Eric Stokes (Georgia) 
9. Aaron Robinson (UCF) 
10. Ifeatu Melifonwu (Syracuse) 

 

 
 

1. Trevon Moehrig (TCU) 
2. Jevon Holland (Oregon) 
3. Andre Cisco (Syracuse) 
4. Ar’Darius Washington (TCU) 
5. Richie Grant (UCF) 
6. Hamsah Nasirildeen (Florida State) 
7. Paris Ford (Pittsburgh) 
8. Talanoa Hufanga (USC) 
9. Trill Williams (Syracuse) 
10. Tre Norwood (Oklahoma) 
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By Harris Oates, Editor-in-Chief  

 

1. Jacksonville Jaguars – Trevor Lawrence | Clemson, QB 

Trevor Lawrence is already donating to charities in Jacksonville…this pick has been signed, 
sealed and delivered since December. 
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2. New York Jets – Zach Wilson | BYU, QB 

Wilson has been a lock here and is as broadway as it gets considering the massive amounts of 
advertisement and sponsors he has already stacked up. 

 

3. San Francisco 49ers – Mac Jones | Alabama, QB 

Kyle Shanahan says he likes five QBs and the word on the streets is that the personnel 
department and head coach are at odds between taking Mac Jones or Trey Lance. I’ve said it was 
for Jones since the trade was made and I am 99.9% confident that he is the pick. 
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4. Atlanta Falcons – Kyle Pitts | Florida, TE 

The Falcons want to make an absolute splash with this pick and are hopeful that Pitts can turn 
around the dark cloud that has followed Matt Ryan’s post Super Bowl career. Rumors 
surrounding a Julio Jones trade have circulated this week so be on the lookout for another WR 
needy team making a move to secure the all-time great. 

 

5. Cincinnati Bengals – Ja’Marr Chase | LSU, WR 

Joe Burrow needs immediate protection up front, but with a deep OL class they elect to draft the 
generational talent here with Chase. The ceiling for Chase is as high as superstars like Julio 
Jones and Calvin Johnson coming out of college and the chemistry with Burrow is an added 
value. 
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6. Miami Dolphins – Jaylen Waddle | Alabama, WR 

The Dolphins top two targets, Pitts and Chase, are already off the board, but that doesn’t stop 
them from acquiring a pass catcher. By taking Waddle here they do not only give Tua an added 
level of comfort with his old teammate, but also add a dynamic playmaker that can contribute in 
the return game. 

 

7. Detroit Lions – Penei Sewell | Oregon, OT 

The Lions have entered into a complete rebuild and can land a solid building block here with 
Penei Sewell. The Lions have the worst receiver corps in the league, but don’t take a shot on a 
playmaker after they see the top three fly off the board. Sewell is an elite tackle prospect who 
can be one of the best lineman in the NFL. 
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🚨TRADE🚨 

The Carolina Panthers trade the 8th overall pick to the LA Chargers for the 13th overall pick, 
the 47th overall pick and the 160th overall pick. 

8. LA Chargers – Rashawn Slater | Northwestern, OT 

The Chargers have been rumored to be wanting to move up and find the perfect trade partner 
here with Carolina. By moving to 8, it ensures that the Chargers will be able to cut off other 
teams like the Cowboys, Giants and Eagles who are all OLine-needy. The Panthers are 
reportedly not as high on Slater as many teams are, which would point to why they would make 
the trade back here immediately following the selection of Sewell to Detroit. 

 

9. Denver Broncos – Trey Lance | North Dakota State, QB 

The Broncos seem to be in a great situation here at 9 and really get to watch one of their top QB 
prospects fall in their lap. They are in a good enough situation where they don’t need to trade up 
for a QB, but if the right guy is there at 9 they could take him. Micah Parsons would also be 
another popular selection here within the organization, but the uncertainty surrounding Drew 
Lock is just too much to ignore. 
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10. Dallas Cowboys – Micah Parsons | Penn State, LB 

The Giants just saw a starting LB retire this week, which makes the defense that much worse. 
Parsons will be a factor in all aspects of the game and the Cowboys get a steal with the top 
defensive prospect still on the board at 10. 

 

11. New York Giants – Kwity Paye | Michigan, Edge 

The Giants still need help on the interior offensive line, but instead take the dominant Edge 
Rusher out of Michigan. Paye fits the defensive scheme well and provides much needed depth in 
the front 7. 
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12. Philadelphia Eagles – Patrick Surtain II | Alabama, CB 

The Eagles had one of the worst secondaries in the league last season but get a boost here by 
landing their top rated cornerback, Patrick Surtain II. He immediately will plug in well in the 
pass heavy division and can eventually play a shadow role and cover the top receivers like 
CeeDee Lamb, Kenny Golladay and Terry McLaurin. 

 

🚨TRADE🚨 

See Above at pick 8 to see LA and Carolina’s trade details. 

13. Carolina Panthers – Jaycee Horn | South Carolina, CB 

The Panthers traded back with hopes that a top cornerback would still be on the board and they 
luck out with their CB1. Along with filling their biggest hole, they also get a shot to pick one of 
the many great tackles in this deep class with one of their second-round picks. 
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14. Minnesota Vikings – Christian Darrisaw | Virginia Tech, OT 

I thought perhaps Paye could fall here to the Vikings, but instead they land a top tier tackle to 
add to their line to give Dalvin Cook that extra boost. 

 

🚨TRADE🚨 

The New England Patriots trade the 15th overall pick to the Chicago Bears for the 52nd Overall 
pick, a 2022 2nd round pick, 2023 2nd round pick and the 84th overall pick. 

15. Chicago Bears – Justin Fields | Ohio State, QB 

The Patriots buzz suggests that they are going to move up for a QB, but I find it far more likely 
that they move back. There is a major drop-off in talent from 15-20, but the Bears land their QB 
of the future and possibly add more time to the front offices game plan. 
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16. Arizona Cardinals – DeVonta Smith | Alabama, WR 

If Smith doesn’t go extremely early, expect the talk of the night to revolve around the Heisman 
winner. The top receivers usually are the guys that check all of the boxes size-wise, and at 166 
lbs the value may take a short fall. I have heard teams like the Giants are extremely interested, 
but if he does fall expect him to not get past the Cardinals at 16. The Cards are looking to go all 
in this year and need a receiver to play opposite of Hopkins. 

 

17. LV Raiders – Jeremiah Owusu-Koramoah, LB 

The Raiders are another team that is deeply linked to a prospect and if JOK is on the board at 17, 
expect the draft card to be submitted instantly. The Raiders had one of the worst defenses against 
the run and could immediately start changing that mentality around by taking the tackling 
machine. 
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18. Miami Dolphins – Jamin Davis | Kentucky, LB 

The Dolphins are another team that craves a LB and could land one of the biggest risers in the 
draft here. Jamin Davis was one of the most improved players in all of football last year and 
could captain the Dolphins defense in the future. 

 

🚨TRADE🚨 

The Washington Football Team trades the 19th overall pick and the 164th overall pick for the 
30th overall pick and the 94th overall pick. 

19. Buffalo Bills – Travis Etienne | Clemson, RB 

The WFT is in one of the worst spots for their needs. Too low for a QB, too low for Darrisaw, 
too high to reach on the next best LB. The Bills don’t want to wait around for their guy at RB, so 
they trade up with the WFT to land Etienne at 19. 
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20. Chicago Bears – Elijah Moore | Ole Miss, WR 

The Bears traded up to land their QB of the future but are able to hold onto this pick while doing 
so. Now, with the 20th overall pick they can land a receiver to build around long term and 
immediately compliment Allen Robinson. Elijah Moore is an elite slot receiver and could have a 
breakout similar to Justin Jefferson. 

 

21. Indianapolis Colts – Azeez Ojulari | Georgia, Edge 

The Colts have several spots to fill but opt to take one of their top rated edge prospects. Ojulari 
was a late bloomer, but he showed major flashes of greatness as a speed rusher. 
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22. Tennessee Titans – Rashod Bateman | Minnesota, WR 

The Titans lost their two top targets, but land a day 1 contributor with Rashod Bateman. He is a 
do-it-all receiver that saw a dip in production in 2020, but can return to 2019 form with a regular 
offseason as we approach being back to normal with football. 

 

23. New York Jets – Caleb Farley | Virginia Tech, CB 

Farley may not only be the best corner in the class, but he also could be the best defender in this 
entire class. He is tough as a prospect because we haven’t seen him play since 2019, but the raw 
potential he displayed should keep him in the first round despite the injury history. 
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24. Pittsburgh Steelers – Najee Harris | Alabama, RB 

We have heard rumblings that the Steelers are deeply connected to either Najee Harris or Teven 
Jenkins. In order for Big Ben to survive, the Steelers need to focus on offense and take the bell 
cow here. 

 

Jacksonville Jaguars – Gregory Rousseau | Miami, Edge 

The Jags landed Josh Allen a few years back but take a shot here on the massively high ceiling 
prospect out of Miami. Rousseau’s pro day was rather tame for a guy with his skillset, but the 
raw 2019 production is too good to knock him out of the 1st round. 
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26. Cleveland Browns – Jabril Cox | LSU, LB 

The Browns take a shot on the North Dakota State transfer and land one of the best cover LBs in 
the class. At 6’3″ 235 lbs he moves like running back and can be a much needed role player for 
the elite Cleveland defense. 

 

27. Baltimore Ravens – Alijah Vera-Tucker | USC, IOL 

The Ravens are in much needed help on the edge, but Vera-Tucker at 27 fills a much needed 
hole with the best value. The run heavy team has relied on strength from their interior offensive 
line and Vera-Tucker even has the potential to role out to RT to take over from where Orlando 
Brown left off. 
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28. New Orleans Saints – Greg Newsome II | Northwestern, CB 

The Saints are in an interesting spot here but pick the best long-term option here with the 
Northwestern standout. There is no guarantee that Lattimore will be around for very long and the 
cap needy Saints can land a future top corner here. 

 

29. Green Bay Packers – Kadarius Toney | Florida, WR 

The Packers have been notorious to pass on receivers in the first, but go all in this year with slot 
receiver Kadarius Toney. He can add an extra element to the offense and free open space for 
Devontae Adams. 
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🚨TRADE🚨 

See above at pick 19 for Buffalo and Washington’s trade details. 

30. Washington Football Team – Zaven Collins | Tulsa, LB 

The WFT’s trade back strikes gold and they land the talented LB out of Tulsa with the 30th pick. 
Collins had a dominant 2020 season where he was named the best defensive player in the nation, 
but he will have a steep learning curve in the NFL where he will play in a much more 
sophisticated defense. 

 

31. Baltimore Ravens – Dyami Brown | UNC, WR 

The Ravens are in need of a pure number 1 receiver and land the deep sleeper, Dyami Brown 
with their newly acquired pick. Brown will make an immediate impact as one of the best vertical 
threats in the draft, but also adds in the areas that Hollywood Brown lacks. 
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32. Tampa Bay Buccaneers – Kyle Trask | Florida, QB 

The Buccaneers brought back all 22 starters and don’t have any immediate needs but do have a 
short time left with the GOAT. The Bucs may never be in a situation to draft a QB as skilled as 
Trask at 32 during the remainder of Brady’s career, so they take a shot on a guy who can develop 
over the next several years and maybe even pick up a couple of rings along the way. 
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